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SR&ED Practitioner Meeting
MEDICAL ISSUES
May 14, 2019

Presented by
David Sabina, CPA,
Director, MEUK Corporation
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Agenda
• SR&ED – issues for Medical practitioners
• presented 2016 & 2019 – partially resolved
– 1) Directly Engaged / Undertaken
– 2) AFP/APP funding effects
– 3) Length of time for objections
– 4) Consistency of rulings across Canada

• New issues raised during 2018 & 2019
– 5) Proving involvement with protocols
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Status of medical issues May 14, 2020
• Direction paper released
• 2 scenarios for who claims & tax effects
– Individual Physician or
– MPC
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Legal person
or entity

Who is directly
undertaking the
work?

What this means

Scenario 1:

A) Physicians directly Physicians doing SR&ED work for themselves
undertaking SR&ED

Individual/
Independent
Contractor

No contract to perform SR&ED behalf of another party

(proprietor
B) Physicians
unincorporated undertaking SR&ED
behalf another party
business)

Physicians have contractual relationship to perform SR&ED
work.

C) Physicians
undertaking SR&ED
behalf another party
AND ALSO
themselves

Physicians have contractual relationship perform SR&ED
behalf another party & also doing SR&ED for themselves &
incurring costs outside contractual obligations.
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Legal person
or entity

Who is directly
undertaking the
work?

Who claims the
SR&ED?

Scenario 1:

A) Physicians directly Individual physicians
undertaking SR&ED

Individual/
Independent
Contractor

Considerations

SR&ED expenditures must be paid
and incurred.
Proprietors cannot receive a salary
(T4 income) as qualified SR&ED
expenditure.

(proprietor
B) Physicians
unincorporated undertaking SR&ED
business)
behalf another party

Individual physicians

Qualified expenditures may be
reduced by assistance and contract
payments.

C) Physicians
undertaking SR&ED
behalf another party
AND ALSO
themselves

Individual physicians

Qualified expenditures may be
reduced by assistance and contract
payments.
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Legal person
or entity

Who is directly undertaking What this means
the work?

Scenario 2:

A) MPCs directly
undertaking SR&ED work

MPC

MPCs doing SR&ED work for themselves & incur
expenditures
No contractual obligation to perform
SR&ED behalf another party

B) MPCs undertaking
SR&ED work on behalf of
another party

MPCs have a contractual relationship to perform
SR&ED work.

C) MPCs’ employees
Physicians have a contractual relationship to
SR&ED another party AND perform SR&ED work.
only physicians on contract See Scenario 1 (b) for more information.
performing SR&ED
D) MPCs research behalf
another party AND ALSO
directly undertaking (and
funding) themselves

Important contracts reflect SR&ED work behalf
another party & directly undertaken (& funded)
by MPCs themselves - Scenario 2 (a) and 2 (b)
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Legal person
or entity

Who is directly undertaking Who claims the
the work?
SR&ED?

Considerations

Scenario 2:

A) MPCs directly
undertaking SR&ED work

MPCs

SR&ED expenditures must be paid
and incurred.

B) MPCs undertaking
SR&ED work on behalf of
another party

MPCs

Qualified expenditures may be
reduced by assistance and contract
payments.

MPC

C) MPCs’ employees
Individual physicians
SR&ED another party AND
only physicians on contract
performing SR&ED

Qualified expenditures may be
reduced by assistance and contract
payments.

D) MPCs research behalf
another party AND ALSO
directly undertaking (and
funding) themselves

Qualified expenditures may be
reduced by assistance and contract
payments.

MPCs
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Definition of “contract payment”
ITA 127(9)
Contract payment means
• (a) an amount paid or payable to a taxpayer, by a
taxable supplier in respect [SR&ED] …performed
– (i) for or on behalf of a person … entitled to a deduction
in respect of 37(1)(a)(i.01) or (i.1), and
– (ii) at a time when the taxpayer is dealing at arm’s length
with the person or partnership, or

• (b) an amount in respect of an expenditure of a current
nature … payable by a Canadian government or
municipality or other Canadian public authority or by a
person exempt, because of section 149, from tax .. for
[SR&ED] to be performed for it or on its behalf;
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Effect?
Contract payments for SR&ED only if:
• it is from a
– “government” or
– “taxable supplier” (i.e. another taxable Canadian
company), &

• if “taxable supplier,” it intends to claim SR&ED
ITC.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Implications
Qualified Expenditures reduced by:
•
•

Government Assistance
Canadian sourced payments for SR&ED
performed on behalf of a customer
(Contract Payments)

Qualified Expenditures not reduced by:
•

Foreign sourced payments for SR&ED
performed on behalf of a customer
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Factors determining performance of
SR&ED work
1. Are there written or verbal agreements between the parties? Do
these agreements include an obligation to perform medical research?
2. Are there written or verbal agreements between parties and the
physician(s) describing which entity paid the expenses related to the
provision of medical services and medical research?
3. If the agreements were verbal, is there objective evidence regarding
the terms of such agreements and the moment of their formation?
Emails or signed attestations may be acceptable to validate this
information.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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4. Do corporate documents, such as articles of incorporation, amendments thereto, resolutions,
minutes of meetings of the directors and/or shareholders, etc. refer to:
The major business activity as the provision of medical services and medical research?
Any agreement with the health care entities?
Payments or compensation for the provision of medical services & research?
Any agreement between the MPC and the physician?
What services the physician is to provide to the MPC?
How the physician is to be compensated for the work performed for the MPC?
How much of the physician's time should be spent on medical research?
How much of the physician's time should be spent on other activities?
What portion of the physician's remuneration pertains to the medical research performed?
What method was used to determine what portion of the physician's salary pertains to the
medical research performed?
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Issue 1 CRA Statement :“directly undertaken”
In assessing the claim for wages paid to Dr. X in his
MPC the CRA stated,
– “We have determined that the specified wages claimed
were not incurred for scientific research and
experimental development "directly undertaken by the
taxpayer" nor was it for work "directly undertaken on
behalf of the taxpayer" as required under Paragraph
37(1) (a) and Subparagraph 37(1) (a) (i) of the Income
Tax Act (ITA).
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Guidelines from SR&ED Director
General – May 2, 2019
•

Directly engaged – what is the CRA’s position?

As the legislation allows, “To claim SR&ED tax incentives, the Income Tax Act requires that the SR&ED
work must be directly undertaken by the taxpayer or undertaken on behalf of another party and have
resulted in expenditures.” Physicians and corporations (MPCs, HCEs, etc.) are distinct legal entities for
tax purposes.
As you are aware, the medical guidance document key point is that for this community the CRA
recognizes that several parties can collaborate to carry out the medical research, and determining the
payer and performer can be challenging. We also recognize that we must have reasonable approaches
for identifying distinct work. However, performers doing eligible research work can submit a SR&ED
claim if they incurred their own eligible expenses and after reducing the qualified SR&ED expenditures
for ITC purposes by compensation received or receivable.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14,
2020
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Legislation
• Income tax act “SR&ED” (248(1))
– “Scientific research and experimental
development… includes … d) engineering, design,
operations research, mathematical analysis,
computer programming, data collection, testing
or psychological research, where the work is
commensurate with the needs, and directly in
support, of….”

SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020
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Legislation
• Income tax act “Directly undertaken” (37(1))
– “…there may be deducted … all amounts each of
which is an expenditure .. on scientific research
and experimental development related to a
business of the taxpayer, carried on in Canada
and directly undertaken by the taxpayer, …
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CRA SR&ED Salary or Wages Policy – Dec. 18,
2014, section 7.1
Meaning of "directly engaged"

– “Directly engaged in SR&ED – … based on the
tasks .. not job title of the employee.
– refers to "hands-on" work,… paragraphs (a) to (d)
…definition of SR&ED …Tax Act.”
– Generally, employees, including managers and
supervisors, conducting experimentation and
analysis in the performance of basic research,
applied research, or experimental development
are considered to be directly engaged in SR&ED.”
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Issue & Analysis

• Are doctor’s wages “directly undertaken?”

– term “directly undertaken” not defined ITA or related
CRA documents.
– propose CRA term “directly engaged”
– Example: Dr. X was one of the principal investigators
both with the university and in clinical testing in her
professional practice.
– As such she was “directly engaged” in both design &
related testing.
– Only wages paid by professional practice have been
claimed in the SR&ED claim.
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Intellectual property
• IP often a “red herring”
• SR&ED eligibility based on “entitlement to
exploit”
• Do NOT need to own IP but
– positive indicator of entitlement
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Entitlement to Exploit – has the
concept been removed?
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CRA Third-Party Payments Policy
Date: December 18, 2014

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14,
2020
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Issue 2 -“All AFP or surgical funding SR&ED
assistance”
CRA stated,
– “The doctor being a member of the Department of
the hospital AFP Practice Plan is receiving $X of AFP
academic funding from the Government of Ontario,
as well as receiving $Y of surgical repair funding.
– These amounts … considered Government
Assistance … per subsection 127(18) of the ITA.”

SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020
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Update to position 2020
AFP agreement defined
• "Academic funds" as "monies to support teaching and
research activities by Participating Physicians" and
• "Clinical Repair Funds" as "monies to support clinical
activities by Participating Physicians".
• Therefore, we conclude that part of the academic
funding was in respect of the SR&ED. Since Y% of Dr.
X’s' time is dedicated to research per the ''Letter of
Offer'' provided, we are reducing the qualified
expenditures by Y% of the academic funding received.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Our comment on 2020 position
• New allocations attempting a reasonable basis
vs. 100% prior
• Only research vs. non research payments are
being considered assistance
• Both positive steps by CRA

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Guidelines from SR&ED Director
General – May 2, 2019
•

Government assistance – whether AFP or any other funding included?

This item is still under review by Rulings/Legal Services. For now, we must continue to apply the contract
payment policy.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14,
2020
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Legislation
• Income tax act “Reduction of qualified
expenditures” (127(18))
– “Where …taxpayer has received, is entitled to
receive or can reasonably be expected to receive
a particular amount that is government
assistance, non-government assistance or a
contract payment that can reasonably be
considered to be in respect of scientific research
and experimental development, …

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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AFP Practice Models – purpose & variations

SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020
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Author’s summary / opinions
1) Need for disclosure of SR&ED portion
• Many uses of funds,

– Many require breakdown of research / AFP approved by
every member however,
– procedure seldom followed.

• Nature of AFP model

– strong argument that none, or perhaps only a minimal
amount AFP funding
– directly related to SR&ED
– More REGULATION than ASSISTANCE
– Recent CRA approaches “reasonable” allocation
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Author’s summary / opinions
2) Status of current CRA position unclear
Ontario District initiative?
– As of May 14, 2020 there appears a federal initiative
to address factors on who claim ITC’s and how

Need for national direction
– Additional direction& examples would be welcome
on issues including
• relevant evidence
• Degrees of influence on protocols required

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Recommendations
1) Improve reporting by hospitals
• If hospitals / universities begin to
- report the “research” component
- of any AFP funding
- should resolve “assistance” issue
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3) Objection delays
Guidelines from SR&ED Director
General – May 2, 2019
•

the length of time that objections & appeals are taking to be addressed.

As Appeals is independent of SR&ED, we don’t have this information at hand. We are however in
discussion with Appeals and they are aware of the direction we are taking.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14,
2020
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4) Consistency of Assessments
Guidelines from SR&ED Director
General – May 2, 2019
•

Consistency of the application of these policies across Canada & within regions &/or

The guidance will be shared Nationally and the HQ plans to continue monitoring these claims to help
ensure consistency and identify any further guidance or training requirements that may arise. We are
also briefing the A/Ds in person shortly on the file.
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5) Evidence of protocol design
Guidelines from SR&ED Director
General – May 2, 2019
•

Challenging if the Dr. was involved on protocol designs (e.g. What evidence is relevant)?

Medical guidance document does not specifically address this. It does speak generally to documentation
for the work performed and the importance of agreements demonstrating the research relationships
and responsibilities.

What if example, claimant provides

- list recommended changes to protocols &
- Supporting emails, transcripts & sponsor support letters confirming inputs &
significant resultant protocol changes.
What if CRA responds,
“No documents available to substantiate claimant contribution toward scientific input to
hypothesis formulation, study design, and protocol.” - How to prove?
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Some of the documents requested
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evidence of scientific uncertainties
Departures from routine practice
Study protocols & amendments
Research Ethics Board documentation
Clinical Study agreements
Consent Form(s)
Other docs; laboratory notebook entries, data
analyses, meeting minutes, emails, etc.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Recommendations
• Prepare R&D contract from MPC to the doctor
• Document R&D time clearly vs. other
professional obligations, clinic time, patient
time, academics, …
• Include evenings & weekends if appropriate
– legitimately, many doctors use for private
research

• Ask for a PCPR (Pre Claim Project Review)
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Recommendations
• Review contracts with hospitals & universities,
contract MPC directly & not individual doctor
• Grant & research contracts should be in name of
MPC & funds paid to it
• Deduct research grants & contract payments to
MPC from SR&ED claim
• Provide the personal tax return to CRA to prove
that
– doctor not receiving employment T4 income
– from contracting hospitals or universities
– If receiving T4 allocation of SR&ED time to MPC
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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FTCAS – don’t quit > strike 1
• First Time Claimant Advisory Service
• First time MPC claims often receive a
presentation which clearly dissuades against
further claims
• The next claim may be approved even after an
intimidating FTCAS (first) meeting
• Less of problem >2018 but many may have
dissuaded
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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More clarification expected
• Given the positive trend of claims from 20182020
• Expect clarification of current issues
• Clearing of objections & appeals backlog

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Section II
CRA SR&ED Statistics &
new programs

Webcast May 14, 2020
Presented by
Russ Roberts, PhD, CATA &
David Sabina, CPA, Director, MEUK Corp.
©Note: All content may be reproduced as long as it acknowledges
the source
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CATA SR&ED Initiative 2020

Webcast May 14, 2020
Presented by
Suzanne Grant
President, CATA
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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CRA SR&ED Red book Mar 31, 2020
SR&ED claim intake

Year end Mar 31, 2019
ITC's
Claims

Year end Mar 31, 2020
Claims
ITC's

Variance 2019-2020
Claims
ITC's

National

19,855 $

3,177,717

19,595 $

3,046,754

-1.3%

-4.1%

Refundable (35%)
Refundable TPR (35%)
Non-Refundable (15%)
Non-Refundable TPR (15%)
Other

11633
2815
3607
1363
214

1,189,270
128,385
1,050,649
612,764
238,522

12069
2805
3466
1424
195

1,363,208
149,665
1,142,062
311,680
80,138

3.7%
-0.4%
-3.9%
4.5%
-8.9%

14.6%
16.6%
8.7%
-49.1%
-66.4%

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

Source: CRA Redbook
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Notes per CRA - Ottawa
Redbook Stats
•

•

Intake for 2019-2020 was artificially low, given that the Tax Centre was not creating cases for the
last two weeks of March 2020; consequently, the reality is that claim intake increased slightly and
did not decline.
SR&ED does not typically calculate ITCs by hours.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SR&ED ITC’s - Past decade
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Processing Outcomes Apr.1, 2019 to Mar. 31,
2020
Processing Type

ITC / CII
Processed
Claims

Percent of
total
processed
claims by
review type

Coordinated Desk Review
8
1.2%
Coordinated On-site Review
96
14.3%
Atlantic
All Coordinated Reviews
104
15.5%
Total
673
100.0%
Coordinated Desk Review
105
2.0%
Coordinated On-site Review
884
16.7%
Québec
All Coordinated Reviews
989
18.7%
Total
5290
100.0%
Coordinated Desk Review
72
1.4%
561
11.2%
Coordinated On-site Review
Ontario Centre
All Coordinated Reviews
633
12.6%
Total
5007
100.0%
Coordinated Desk Review
25
0.6%
Coordinated On-site Review
496
12.5%
Ontario West
All Coordinated Reviews
521
13.1%
Total
3971
100.0%
Coordinated Desk Review
28
1.2%
Coordinated On-site Review
446
19.5%
Prairies
All Coordinated Reviews
474
20.7%
Total
2287
100.0%
Coordinated Desk Review
30
1.1%
Coordinated On-site Review
325
11.9%
Pacific
All Coordinated Reviews
355
13.0%
Total
2731
100.0%
Coordinated Desk Review
268
1.3%
All Canada/Tout Coordinated On-site Review
2808
14.1%
2020
le Canada
All Coordinated Reviews SREDStakeholder.CA
3076 May 14, 15.4%
Total
19959
100.0%

ITC Claimed ITC Allowed ITC Adjusted
($, 000s)
($, 000s)
($, 000s)

$1,852
$16,986
$18,839
$63,917
$50,909
$157,621
$208,530
$792,814
$18,015
$312,490
$330,505
$977,425
$10,996
$121,151
$132,147
$622,392
$5,912
$165,680
$171,592
$400,731
$28,753
$72,151
$100,905
$433,093
$116,437
$846,079
$962,516
$3,290,372

$1,647
$9,399
$11,047
$55,813
$47,421
$124,369
$171,790
$753,924
$13,422
$234,426
$247,848
$884,846
$10,303
$95,182
$105,485
$587,408
$5,521
$113,014
$118,535
$345,559
$27,689
$60,211
$87,900
$419,204
$106,004
$636,602
$742,605
$3,046,754

$205
$7,587
$7,792
$8,104
$3,488
$33,252
$36,740
$38,890
$4,592
$78,064
$82,656
$92,579
$693
$25,969
$26,662
$34,984
$390
$52,666
$53,057
$55,173
$1,065
$11,940
$13,005
$13,889
$10,433
$209,477
50
$219,911
$243,618

Processing Outcomes Apr.1, 2019 to Mar. 31,
2020
Processing Type

Adjustment
Average
Hours / Heures
Days /
Rate
Overall %
Average RTA Hours FR Hours
Total
ITC Adjusted Total Days
Hours

Coordinated Desk Review
11.1%
918
Coordinated On-site Review
44.7%
475
Atlantic
All Coordinated Reviews
41.4%
509
Total
12.7%
119
Coordinated Desk Review
6.9%
338
Coordinated On-site Review
21.1%
359
Québec
All Coordinated Reviews
17.6%
357
Total
4.9%
99
Coordinated Desk Review
25.5%
372
Coordinated On-site Review
25.0%
576
Ontario Centre
All Coordinated Reviews
25.0%
553
Total
9.5%
134
Coordinated Desk Review
6.3%
299
Coordinated On-site Review
21.4%
418
Ontario West
All Coordinated Reviews
20.2%
412
Total
5.6%
99
Coordinated Desk Review
6.6%
240
Coordinated On-site Review
31.8%
276
Prairies
All Coordinated Reviews
30.9%
274
Total
13.8%
97
Coordinated Desk Review
3.7%
238
Coordinated On-site Review
16.5%
281
Pacific
All Coordinated Reviews
12.9%
277
Total
3.2%
64
Coordinated Desk Review
9.0%
339
All Canada/Tout Coordinated On-site Review
24.8%
395
le Canada
All Coordinated Reviews
22.8%
390
SREDStakeholder.CA
May
14,
2020
Total
7.4%
103

238
5,204
5,441
6,817
3,140
48,098
51,238
58,773
2,678
38,913
41,590
53,845
508
32,181
32,689
42,102
521
25,616
26,137
30,312
675
19,396
20,071
24,681
7,758
169,407
177,165
216,530

327
6,543
6,870
8,507
2,798
33,791
36,589
44,662
2,306
29,529
31,835
47,137
494
23,804
24,299
32,860
583
22,606
23,189
29,087
532
14,755
15,287
19,643
7,040
131,029
138,068
181,897

565
11,747
12,312
15,342
5,944
81,899
87,843
103,525
4,983
68,474
73,457
101,098
1,003
55,985
56,988
75,008
1,104
48,222
49,325
59,420
1,207
34,151
35,358
44,382
14,805
300,478
315,283
398,775

ITC's / hour

$

3,638

$

7,283

$

8,752

$

7,831

$

5,816

$

9,445

$

51
7,640
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SR&ED Success stories
CRA website - Mar 11, 2020
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Our comments
• In future could add examples of eligible work
in addition to “testimonials”?
• Use tax case analysis (section III) as an
example
• Goals = informative without revealing
confidential info.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SR&ED - Effects of COVID-19
Presented by Julie Bond, EMBA
President, Bond Consulting
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Status May 1, 2020
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Have you seen recent assessments?
Results of our poll to participants:
• Approx % of current claims now assessed?

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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IRAP – IAP Covid-19 sudsidy
application deadline Apr 29, 2020
April 17, 2020, $250 million for Innovation Assistance Program (IAP) to assist Canadian
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
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History
For the past 30+ years
the SR&ED Program has
oscillated between
INCENTIVE and
COMPLIANCE

NEW NORMAL “STIMULUS”

NEW NORMAL: Tactical Considerations
 AUDITS – CRA cannot conduct in-person face to
face audits for the time being. Claims are being
accepted as filed at this time.
 CRA will not use video conferencing, because
the meetings could easily be recorded.
 CRA reviewers are working from home.
 Desk Audits – via PORTAL – will become more
common.
 First Time Claimants may only get a call this
time.

NEW NORMAL: Tactical Considerations
Be Aware: CRA will catch up to you eventually
 CRA will scrutinize obviously ineligible claims and
claw back or re-assess those corporations.
 CRA has up to 12 months to review bogus
claims that were approved.
 Be Prepared, keep your evidence after your
approval.

SR&ED Tax Cases 2020
Webcast - May 14, 2020

Presented by
David Sabina, CPA, MBA
Director, MEUK Corporation

©Note: All content may be reproduced as long
as it acknowledges the source
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Recent SR&ED Judgments
SR&ED TOPIC

APPELLANT

PRIMARY ISSUE

WIN / LOSS

Oracle dev + witness deceased
Custom structure

Clevor
Kam Press Metal

Evidence - PI deceased

LOSS

Distributed computing

CRL Engineering

Technological Advancement
Evidence & Advancement

LOSS
WIN

Drilling evidence for SRED
Concrete process development

Exxon
Beton Mobile

Technological Advancement
Technological Advancement

LOSS
WIN/LOSS

Technological eligibility

Financial issues
CCPC status

CO2 Solution technologies Control by public co.

LOSS

Use of SR&ED pool & losses

Dean's Knight Income

Acquisition of control

WIN

Detailed analysis of cases in SRED project format available for download
III.B _
https://sredstakeholder.ca/may_14_2020_sredstakeholder_pdf_handouts/
66

SR&ED cases – TECHNOLOGY
I

II
III

OBJECTIVES >
STANDARD PRACTICE

IDENTIFY

STATE of
EXISTING KNOWLEDGE

BENCHMARKING
SOURCES

OBJECTIVES

BENCHMARKS VS.
OBJECTIVES

UNCERTAINTIES &
HYPOTHESES

VARIABLES for
EXPERIMENTATION

EXPERIMENTS

CORRELATE

RESULTS

OBJECTIVES

CONCLUSIONS

VARIABLES
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Facts:

Clevor – Oracle dev +
witness deceased (LOSS)

[1] expenditures $72,046, Federal ITC’s $24,991
• unrepresented by counsel.
• only witness, president, Sheila Maithel daughter of developer
(*deceased)
[2]Prior 2013 developed project management software application
termed the “Clevor
• Schedule Optimizer” (CSO) - upon data input variables relevant
to execution of project (construction or mining),
• software determine timing & sequencing of steps …
• optimally efficient (earliest) completion of project.”
68

Witnesses & evidence
[3] Ms. Maithal not have formal computer or software
development training &
• not employed at time
• evidence content 2 letters late father in 2015
• did not call current or former employees
[4] CRA witness RTA, PhD in engineering management
[23] Dr. Zhou (of Clevor) meeting 2014 with CRA
...explained that new constraints were required to be
added in the existing problem to overcome the
deficiencies in the existing organizer
69

Variables of Uncertainty &
Experimentation

• 2 Activities:
– API updates for Oracle changes
• “learning” about 3rd party products
• Combinations of XML items
– lateness & overhead calculation factors
• [20] 5 courses of conduct (hypotheses)

Lateness
• use lateness cost interest calculation;
• compound lateness cost calculation;
Minimize fragmentation
• standardized project overhead cost;
• critical path analysis find reason from duration POV;
• bottleneck resource analysis find reason from resource POV
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Lateness and Overhead algorithms
[21] first three of five “potential solutions” tested
multiple datasets / test cases including,
• “composite resource only” dataset, “discrete
resource only” dataset and “mixed resources”
dataset, plus
• three dataset sizes - large (> 5,000 activities), small (<
1,000 activities) and medium
• concluded incorporation of a compound lateness
cost & standard overhead cost
• produced optimal scheduling results best emulating
a human decision.
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Ruling & Rationale - LOSS
According to the judge;
• [17] [re. API activity] In my view, trial and error
procedure is routine engineering
• [24] [re. lateness activity] “information &
supporting evidence do not establish

– scientific uncertainties in modeling problem, using
existing metaheuristics,
– solving the problem at hand or
– devising/adding new heuristics.”

• [25] .. I deny the claimed SR&ED tax credits.
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Key Criteria Summary
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Our comments
• No explanation why Dr. Zhou or other
employees not witnesses
• API and 3rd part work typically ineligible
• Work on social (accounting, management,
finance) vs. natural sciences?
• Metaheuristics work could be eligible IFF
properly documented
– see 2017 discussion
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More discussion of metaheuristics

75

Facts:

Kam Press Metal –
Custom Structure - LOSS

[4] custom manufacturing since 1973
• primarily metal - occasionally other materials
• 3 witnesses: GM, Sales/Eng. Mgr., SRED consult
[6] memorial niche complex design both curved &
straight sections
• effect urns were floating in space.
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Experimentation
[9-11] 3 designs considered: metal +
•
glass, tempered glass & acrylic
[13-18] 6 issues cited in completing acrylic design
[28] not able, to resolve how to assemble niche
columns .. subcontracted to acrylic mfg. co.
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Ruling & Rationale –
LOSS with COSTS

According to the judge;
[25] I do not require assistance of expert witness to
conclude activities .. not SR&ED.
• Appellant faced difficulties .. some able to solve
through CAD exercises and trial and error.
[26] The resolution involved application standard
procedures or routine engineering such as
• variations in design of components, approaches to
assembly of components & materials used to
construct components.
… did not attempt to resolve any technological
uncertainty.
[30] appeals dismissed, with costs
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Key Criteria Summary
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Our comments
• Unusual to allocate costs
• Taxpayer upset judge with lack of evidence
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CRL Engineering –
Distributed Computing - WIN

Facts:

[13] Appellant engineering firm specialized in developing public
transit related technology
[15] SRED activities described as
“A Real Time Vehicle Arrival Prediction Model for Transitlive” (the
“Project”).
• develop web based system using algorithms & GPS data to
• provide accurate real time for public transit buses.
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Witnesses & evidence

[14] Dr. Raman Paranjape, CEO, testified at the
hearing.
• PhD & professor of Electric Systems
Engineering, University of Regina.
• CEO also Ph.D. in engineering - present but did
not testify
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Variables of Uncertainty &
Experimentation

[16] Appellant argued Project involved
• “developing a physically distributed, multi-computing
platform using general purpose computing systems to
• create, communicate, integrate, analyse and report
real-time, dynamic data to users”
technological uncertainty whether
• “autonomous computational systems based on generalpurpose computing units could be effectively deployed
… in real-world transit systems”.
• argued use of “general purpose computing systems”
what “creates real scientific uncertainty.”
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CRA position
[17] The Respondent (CRA) argues no scientific
uncertainty &
• use of existing technology, notably Global
Positioning Systems or “GPS”, and routine
engineering
[21]Project described an “over-arching hypothesis”
involved series unrelated & un-connected tasks &
no real hypothesis.
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Experimentation
[23] The Appellant installed & monitored “a set of
computing units on transit vehicles (…) to examine how
the system could function”
• included various iterations of a code to test some
aspect of the operating system that was
• “regularly updated to evaluate sequentially and
progressively more complex options (...) and to
examine alternatives”.
• Argues activities constituted “progressive and
systematic investigation” including adjustments to
the sub hypothesis,
• followed by new testing and documentation.
[30] system snapshots captured weekly
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Ruling & Rationale - WIN
[26] Appellant argued activities
• “focused on understanding nature & characteristics of
physically distributed, general purpose, multi- computing
systems in a hostile and challenging environment”.
• results were reported in a scholarly journal (Exhibit A-2).
It argued that its research provided a
“launching pad for new achievements in distributed
computing”.
[32] basis of evidence .. Court finds Appellant has
• satisfied the five-factor test described in the case law &
• was engaged in SRED activities.
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Key Criteria Summary
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Our comments
• “over-arching hypothesis” vs. specifics
– specific hypotheses more successful

• Lack of details on actual issues of
experimentation
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Exxon – drilling well (LOSS)

Facts:

[57] well drilled 4,600 m, drill bit “torqued off” & lost.

Issue whether cost of drilling ($2,048,215) SR&ED?
[60] Appellant (EXXON) submits drilling well SR&ED
because provided experimental
• validation of predictions made using new/improved
RCA methodology
• developed by Upstream Research Company.
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Witnesses & evidence
[62] Appellant submitted expert reports of Doctor
Fairchild
• Respondent (CRA) expert reports of Professor
Gringarten
RE. EVIDENCE JUDGE COMMENTED:
While these reports provide
• some interesting technical background,
• limited assistance issue whether drilling well
B16-54 constitutes SR&ED.
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CRA position
• [61] (CRA) submits drilling well was to delineate
the oilfield in the Hibernia southern extension
and to satisfy the requirements of EL1093
(commercial use)
Relevant legislation - para (h) definition SR&ED
248(1)
• excludes drilling for petroleum,
• consistent cost of wells addressed definitions
“CEE” “CDE” - 66.1(6) & 66.2(5) ITA.
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Variables of Uncertainty &
Experimentation

The judge noted
[64]. . . In any case, the validation of a reservoir model
cannot rely on a single well but comes from the
accumulation of proofs from a series of wells.
All wells are drilled based on reservoir characterization and
reservoir connectivity studies and in turn all wells,
• from wildcat to appraisal to delineation to development,
• contribute knowledge to improve reservoir model &
reduce uncertainty.
[65] The primary objectives, incentives and issues in respect
of the B16-54 well are described in the presentation to
• management dated June 16, 2005 as follows
92

Objectives & issues claimed
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
• Define OWC in Hibernia South by penetrating primary
reservoir targets of Layers 2 and 3 between 4500-4800
• De-risk sufficient volumes to determine economic
viability of platform facility upgrades
ISSUES
• Depth of OWC in Hibernia South is currently unknown
but NFW MM1 will test interval of 4500-4800 m
• Magnitude potential reservoir quality (permeability and
porosity) degradation with depth better understood
through log and core acquisition.
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Ruling & Rationale - LOSS
The judge concluded;
[69] “The drilling of a conventional well, based on the
predicted location of oil,
• to establish whether & extent oil present
• may be distinguished from construction of a pilot
plant to test a new or improved process or
technology.
• Latter contributes to the resolution of technological
uncertainty associated with the construction of a full
scale plant while
• Former incidentally provides data that either agrees
with or disagrees with outcome predicted by model.”
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Key Criteria Summary
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Our comments
• Case illustrates both failure & areas of
potential SR&ED
• Costs to analyze results of multiple sites for
model development more likely eligible
• Different then testing a prototype part on a
commercial location?
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SR&ED cases – FINANCIAL

97

CO2 Solution technologies –
CCPC status - LOSS

Facts:

[ 3 ] CRA reassessed refundable ITC to nil, basis not a CCPC , being
controlled, directly or indirectly, by a public company, namely CO2
Solutions Inc.
• not entitled to increase or refundable ITC 127.1 (1) of the ITA.
[ 9 ] CO2 Publique inc. as joint-stock company in 1997.
• field of carbon dioxide capture and management
• claimed refundable ITCs SR&ED until becoming public in 2004.
[ 10 ] During 2005, CO2 Publique established new structure.
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Corporate structure

99

Claimant arguments

[ 24 ] appellant maintains analysis must be made based on all years carried
on business, 2005 to 2012.
• recognizes it was a start-up business ,
• funding from several sources,
• including subsidiaries of CO2 Publique,
• maintains management of business & BOD autonomous &
• distinct from CO2 Publique in operational terms.
• It had its own bank account, accounting, financial statements, and so on.
[ 25 ] If any link between appellant & CO2 Publique, it was the latter
• retained intellectual property.
• appeared in the public company's consolidated financial statements.
• members of the board of directors were the same,
• BUT they had an understanding of their functions and operated on behalf
of the appellant independently and independently.
• Therefore no factual control.
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Ruling & Rationale - LOSS
[ 67 ] Appellant's certificate of incorporation
provided only certain entities “may hold shares in
issued & outstanding share capital”, either
• CO2 Publique or its wholly owned subsidiaries or
• a trust where beneficiaries are CO2 Publiques or
its wholly owned subsidiaries.
“It seems to me that this is a legally binding contract,
the purpose of which was to secure control of the
appellant by the public company, within the
meaning of subsection 256 (5.1).”
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Our comments
• ITA 256(5.1) is likely to catch any companies
with “common control” via BOD
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Dean's Knight Income Use of SR&ED pool & losses - WIN

Facts:

[1] Appeal involves deduction of accumulated and unclaimed
non-capital losses & SR&ED ITCs (“Tax Attributes”)
• subsequent series transactions 2008 -2009.
• move assets & liabilities to new corp.
• use Appellant’s remaining corporate shell
• raise money through an “IPO”
• to fund a new business whose profits
• sheltered by the Tax Attributes.
• refer to as a “recapitalization & restart transaction”.
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Ruling & Rationale - WIN
[166] circumstances referred to by the CRA do not,
• indicate [public co] control over majority of voting
shares of the Appellant prior to the IPO &
• I find Avoidance Transactions do not amount to
abuse of 256(8) & 251(5)(b) of the Act.
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Our comments
Usually no problem
• rolling profitable business into loss company
• Unless “acquisition of control” then
– Limited to same or similar business
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SR&ED cases – TECHNOLOGY
Beton Mobile – winning projects
Jay McLean CPA, P. Eng, MBA, BASc.
(MNP - SR&ED National Lead Partner)

SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020
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Beton Mobile – projects 2010-2012
Facts:
• Mobile concrete related technology
• 14 projects over 2010 to 2012 taxation years – 6 eligible
Company represented by:
• Jacques Bertrand, engineer 1967, President & founder
• Gérard Dubé, engineer
CRA represented by RTA’s
• Cédric Durban, PhD Mech. Eng. 1997 (2010 projects)
• Karim Mimoune,– PhD Mech. Eng. 2002 (reviewed 2011
and 2012 projects)
SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020
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Facts on Documentation
• [ 30 ]Mr. Dubé testified that date, time & brief
description of tests noted in notebook,
• notes not necessarily understandable for
another civil engineer,
• but he is able to understand them and consult
his computer files to determine what was
done in a project.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Variables of uncertainty
[ 16 ] Concrete base inputs: cement, sand, stone & water.
Additional adjuvants

• entrained air, superplasticizers, colloidal agents and latex
for better resistance or better durability.
[ 17 ] BMQ 300 concrete mixes, develops 15 to 20 per year.
possible combinations
• six or seven cements,
• 100 types of stones,
• a very large number of types of sand,
• 500 to 1000 different additives,
• Dosages …
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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BENCHMARKING PRIOR ART
[ 21 ] Mr. Bertrand & company
• work with MTQ & universities,
• starting point for project includes bibliographic
research, discussions with colleagues, industry
and university professors.
• However, studies do not consider
– Quebec, winter durability requirements &
– mobile concrete mixer

• Factors form hypotheses to achieve
characteristics in mixture
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Key Criteria Summary

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Issue(s):
• Evidence of advancement & systematic investigation –
examine 6 projects with focus on largest 3 (next slide)
Relevant legislation and analysis:
• ITA 37 & 248(1) – all projects

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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6 successful projects –
focus on largest 3
Project

Employee
Wages

Subcontractor
Costs

Material
Costs

Number / Name

Total

10-18: Develop a light self-compacting mortar for
mobile concrete mixer

3,521.00

360.00

427.00

4,308.00

34,689.00

3,425.00

2,126.00

40,240.00

2,979.00

0.00

394.00

3,373.00

12-01: Development of fast-setting latex-free concrete

18,968.00

3,128.00

1,964.00

24,060.00

12-03: Development of quick-setting latex concrete
screed

14,496.00

4,159.00

1,975.00

20,630.00

12-07: Development of repair product for roller
compacted concrete

10,728.00

1,917.00

494.00

13,139.00

85,381.00

12,989.00

7,380.00

105,750.00

11-04: Analysis of the influence of binders and
additives on the performance of self-placing concrete
11-07: Developing an ultra-fast setting mortar for
installation in a marine environment

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Beton Mobile – project 1104
Quick-setting self-compacting concrete
Facts:
• [261] Hydro Québec concrete repair
slideways of floodgates
• important valves not move while concrete
poured;
• concrete dry quickly without deforming slides.
Compressive strength (resistance of)
10 megapascals - HOURS > installation
50 megapascals - DAYS > installation
SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020

Current

Objective

48
28

24
7
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CRA position for denial
Analysis
• [ 269 ] CRA Argued … “activities cannot be
classified as SR&ED; it is known that the addition
of accelerator admixture is used to obtain better
resistances more quickly.
• In addition, no systematic research was carried
out within the framework of this project, since
BMQ used a method based on trial and error and
the available knowledge.”
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Experimentation
[262] visual tests setting time standard concrete mixture
ternary cement.
• increase setting accelerator =
• faster setting but not compressive strengths
• manufacturer Holcim, changed formulation ternary cement
[263] tested mixtures “HE” cement & general purpose cement
• increase dosage of cement in mixture for compressive
strength.
[264] opted for a binary cement not used ten years
• replaced the superplasticizer less effective, but
• would delay setting less, increasing resistance early stage
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Ruling & Rationale WIN
• According to the judge;
– “[ 271 ] Mr. Bertrand said: “We are aware binders
and adjuvants ..subject studies”
– However, not documented …is the combination of
all these components in the context of
selfcompacting concrete and mobile concrete mixer
with its mixing energy.
– Hence the presence of technological uncertainties
related to the integration and combination of these
elements. "
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Ruling & Rationale WIN
According to the judge;
[ 273 ] “I do not believe BMQ simply qualified
products …
On contrary, created quick setting self compacting
concrete,
– that did not exist before.
– could not trust any current technical study

[ 274 ] Evidence scientific method followed
- Numerous tests by independent laboratories,
- numerous laboratory reports in evidence.
testimony of Mr. Dubé, demonstrated progress.
[ 275 ] … activities constitute SR&ED”

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Key Criteria Summary

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Our comments:
Re. Inability to find prior art
• What is a “reasonable search?”
– Sources
– Search terms
– Prior experience
–…
– Let’s explore - prior art search examples

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Snippet
This study presents the findings from two active parking lots constructed of permeable
pavements: porous asphalt and pervious concrete.
Focus is given to the performance of these pavements in a cold-climate setting.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Patent describes backfill material composition for preventing ice lens formation
consisting essentially of:
• between 5% and 75% air by volume;
• between 20% and 90% class C fly ash by weight; and
• between 15% and 60% water by weight;
• wherein composition time to set < 40 minutes,
• compressive strength 100 PSI after 4 hours, and
• removability modulus of less than 1.8 after 28 days.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Our comments:
Re. Inability to find prior art
• What is a “reasonable search?”
– more = better
– no absolute rule
– Similar objectives even though different methods
may provide ideas & synergies –e.g. Use of
underlay materials, etc.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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12-01: Development of fast-setting
latex-free concrete

Facts:
• [ 309 ] project started request from Transport
Canada concrete for repair of taxiways at
Montréal-Trudeau-Airport.
• [ 310 ] repairs required quick-setting concrete
for traffic lanes operational quickly
• latex to be removed mixture
– modified mixture allow rapid achievement of
compressive strengths, durability &
SREDStakeholder.CA
– certain flexural strength standards.
May 14, 2020
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CRA position for denial
[ 319 ] CRA argued,
• “purpose of project to carry out an emergency repair
with mixture approved before being installed.
• therefore a commercial project not an SR&ED activity.
• majority of steps taken discussions with BMQ experts
and partners, … shows information was accessible.
• approach ordinary method and tests trial and error based
on available knowledge and experience
• The difficulties encountered are normal and can be
resolved by current practice in the field.”

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Experimentation
[ 312 ] Despite previous failures, found
superplasticizing admixtures could improve setting
concrete without latex.
• discussions led to formulation two mixtures,
tested in lab, determine compression resistance
at young age.
[ 318 ] enabled BMQ to study
• possibility using adjuvants in liquid form in a
mobile concrete mixer, when solid inputs
normally used in the mobile concrete mixer.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Ruling & Rationale -WIN
According to the judge; Qualification of the project
[ 320 ] Technological Uncertainty - not predict objectives met using usual
procedures or current technical studies.
–
–
–
–
–
–

objective to develop a new product:
quick-setting concrete without latex durable and efficient as with latex.
Find adjuvant reacts CSA cement instead of latex.
still trying to understand the interaction of adjuvants
compatibility with quick-setting cement,
documentation on subject is almost non-existent.

[ 321 ] The technological progress … new knowledge on the

– performance of certain superplasticizing adjuvants in its mixtures.
– hypothesized certain superplasticizing additives give property as latex.

[ 325 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the
context of this project constitute SR&ED activities.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Our comments:
1) Commercial vs. Experimental
CRA argued,
• “purpose of project to carry out an emergency repair
with mixture approved before being installed.
• therefore a commercial project not an SR&ED activity.
Issue(s)
• Does potential commercial value remove SR&ED
eligibility?
Our opinion: Likely not: see cases of
– Cultures LaFlamme,
– Consoltex

Science vs. business issues should determine eligibility
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Our comments:
2) Benchmarking existing methods
• Common theme of successful projects
• Valuable if courts provide further details in
future cases?

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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12-03: Development of quick-setting
latex concrete screed

Facts:
[ 371 ] large-scale tests of product previously developed.
• aim test behavior quick-setting latex concrete as
rolling surface material vs. repair material.
• quick-setting latex concrete known …used in the
industry as a repair material.
• study installation latex concrete slabs on existing
concrete structures positive results in US
• no information available mixture comprising fast
setting cement.
• American expert consultant confirmed, to his
knowledge, latex concrete never installed on a
suspension bridge
SREDStakeholder.CA
May 14, 2020
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CRA position for denial
[ 370 ] According to CRA .. absence of
technological uncertainty.
“project ultimately only led to diagnosis of
problem that arose in context of an ordinary
installation operation …
Difficulties encountered not due to mixture
supplied, but manner of preparing surface which
poured,...a technical problem …common
practice.”
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Experimentation
[ 359 ] 2011, first test board … mixture contained setting
retarder more time for placement and finishing.
• air entraining admixture also added.
[ 360 ] Test on bridge over 20 meters. Results satisfactory
except air bubble network of concrete, affected tightness &
permeability chlorine ions.
[ 361 ] adjustment air entraining admixture to improve air
bubble,
• slab cracked a few days.
• BMQ believed problems curing concrete & preparation
surface poured
• samples also showed network of air bubbles unsatisfactory
[ 362 ] air entraining adjuvant adjusted 2nd time correct air
bubbles new test undertaken another section of bridge.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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• Both test boards removed within months of
installation - poor adhesion to existing surface.
• According to Mr. Bertrand, thermal constraints
of bridge generated this problem.
[ 366 ] Since large-scale trials unsuccessful,
project abandoned

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Ruling & Rationale -WIN
According to the judge; Qualification of the project
[ 375 ] evidence demonstrated technological
uncertainty due to fact quick-setting latex concrete
had never been used as a rolling surface material and
uncertainty as to;
• how the surface should be prepared in order to
promote concrete adhesion,
• as well as the concrete curing method to avoid
cracking.
The solutions could not therefore be based solely on
current practice.
[ 378 ] the activities … constitute SR&ED activities.”
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Our comments:
Ideally conclusions would
• Attempt to explain results at a chemical level
• why incapable meeting thermal constraints

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SR&ED cases – TECHNOLOGY
Beton Mobile – losing projects

Presented by
Elizabeth Lance, MA, MASc
The InGenuity Group

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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8 UNSUCCESSFUL projects
Project
Number / Name
B-10-03: Determination of moisture in latex concrete.
B-10-05: Development of a self-consolidating
concrete Ter C3.
B-10-07: Characterization of Ter-C3 cement.
B-10-08: Development of a type V concrete with TerC3 cement
B-10-09: Characterization of a new generation
plasticizer.
B-10-12: Development of cavernous concrete with a
high vacuum content.
B-11-01: Study of permeability to chloride ions and
durability with various pozzolanic additions and
B-12-02: Improvement of quick setting selfcompacting concrete.

Employee
Wages
$
$

Subcontractor
Costs

944
7,705 $

Material
Costs

$
7,500 $

446
1,569

Total
$
1,390
$
16,774

$
$

11,039
1,417

$
$

3,844
755

$
$

1,423
101

$
$

16,306
2,273

$

3,002

$

1,115

$

494

$

4,611

-

$

-

$

18,306

$

18,306 $

$

30,931 $

26,270 $

3,432

$

60,633

$

28,015 $

1,921 $

1,270

$

31,206

8,735

$

151,499

$

101,359

$

41,405

$

*Calculations based on judge’s ruling of what expenses would have qualified
had project been successful*
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Background
*Disclaimer* Limitations on evaluating case
• No knowledge on interactions between BMQ
and CRA prior to trial.
• Took ~9 years for projects for resolution
• Judge has ruled on 2 SR&ED cases recently
– One loss (Concept Danat)
– One partial win / partial loss (Beton Mobile)

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Witnesses
• CRA – 2 RTA’s testified
– Mr. Cédric Durban

• PhD mechanical engineering
• Former SR&ED consultant – joined CRA in 2009

– Mr. Karim Mimoune

• PhD mechanical engineering
• Began working for CRA in 2002

• BMQ – 2 witness from company
– Mr. Jacques Bertrand

• Engineer, a founder of BMQ

– Mr. Gérard Dubé

• Engineer at BMQ
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Framework
• Heavily reliant on Northwest Hydraulics (5 Qs)
• References IC86-4R3 (in use up to 2014)
• Carefully outlines key concepts, incl:
– Technological or Scientific Uncertainty
– Hypothesis
– Scientific Method
– Documentation (Formal Report)

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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B-11-01: Study of permeability to
chloride ions & durability with various
pozzolanic additions & cements
Background:
• [ 233 ] In 2009-2010, MTQ & CSA added new requirement standards
concrete, namely a permeability threshold for chlorine ions. …
– In order to meet concrete standards, twenty-two tests must be
performed, to which is now added the new test for permeability to
chlorine ions.

• [ 234 ] A grace period of a few months was granted to the
companies to give them time to do the tests necessary to
demonstrate that their concrete mixes complied with the new
standard.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Experimentation
JUDGE’S SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTATION
• [244] BMQ made an inventory of its products,
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

checked which ones met the standards,
changed the mixing sequence and
how to introduce the adjuvants,
balanced the content of cement and
minerals like pozzolan
in order to reformulate products and,
after receiving the results of laboratory tests ,
selected the mixtures which complied with the standards.

[HOWEVER]
• BMQ did not investigate the reasons why some of these mixtures
did not meet the standards.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Taxpayer Position
• [242] According to the Appellant,
– data was missing and that it was collected by it,
following the modification of the standards, within
the framework of this project.
– The information then allowed BMQ to reformulate
its mixtures and improve them as regards
permeability to chlorine ions.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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CRA Position
• [243] According to Mr. Mimoune (RTA),

– existing mixtures containing known ingredients
were tested.
– techniques used to adapt mixes also standard
engineering techniques.
– The scientific method not respected since no links
between mixtures tested;
• do not fit into a logical sequence
• simply abandoned some when standard not met,
• instead of trying to understand causes of failure.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Ruling & Rationale
According to the judge;
• [ 247 ] I note mixtures tested directly, without having
been reformulated in any way.
• [ 248 ] BMQ also carried out tests to verify the effect of
pozzolan on cements as well as the effect of modifying
the mixing method.
– pozzolan … effects on porosity well known and
documented in the scientific literature for many years.
– adding pozzolan and modifying mixing method are
techniques known in the industry, however, use of mobile
concrete mixer makes the results unpredictable.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Judge’s Rationale For Ruling (Loss)
• [ 248 ] BMQ did not convince me use of mobile concrete
mixer brings a degree of scientific uncertainty that would
justify that the activities be qualified as SR&ED activities.
• [ 249 ] I do not see how the MTQ could have set up such a
standard knowing that the companies could not meet it …
demonstrates absence of scientific or technological
uncertainty.
• [ 250 ] not convince me that it followed the scientific
method … although tests by independent laboratory, trial
and error noticeable … the passage one mixture to another
without ... analysis of reasons why meet standards or not.
• [ 252 ] activities … cannot be qualified as SR&ED since
normal product characterization tests that have not created
scientific uncertainty.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Concrete Lessons
• Keep good documentation that shows thought
process (including the analysis of why it
worked/didn’t work) [244] [250]
• Proof your timesheets: content may be
reviewed [247] to see if it is “normal data
collection”
• Have a good foundation - be firm on your
technological uncertainty (ex. mobile mixer)
[248] [249]
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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B-12-02 Improvement of quick
setting self-compacting concrete
Background:
• [333] …make repairs to the Manouane C Dam.
However, the inputs contained in the mixture
segregated.
• [334] … the test results remained satisfactory
and did not match the problems encountered
by its client. SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Key Criteria Summary

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Experimentation
JUDGE’S SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTATION
[336] After analyzing various factors that could cause a mixture to
segregate, such as the weather or the presence of vibrations
• Local water use only variation could find
• Any potable water should not have an impact on concrete unless
organic matter is present
• Repeated tests with sample water on site
• Discovered water on site was problematic, even though it was potable
• Unable to specify element present which could have had this effect
[337] water was therefore delivered to the site to allow the work to be
completed.
– From now on … water to be used in the mixture be sent to it
beforehand so that it can carry out tests.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Taxpayer Position
• [339] According to the appellant,
– aim[ed] to determine the factors that may affect a
mixture on the job site, which met standards
when it was tested in laboratory.
– New knowledge on the impact of water on
concrete was acquired during this project.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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CRA Position
• [340] According to Mr. Mimoune (RTA),

– the mixture used was already known to BMQ,
although adjustments regarding the dosage of the
inputs were made.
– The steps taken … were aimed at solving a technical
problem, which was done by the trial-and-error
method since BMQ used public data and the
experience of its staff and collaborators to solve the
problem.
– Problems encountered in the development of the
mixture are normal difficulties whose solutions are
part of current practice.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Judge’s Rationale For Ruling (Loss)
[342] BMQ used current technological knowledge...
• There would have been technological uncertainty if BMQ
had convinced me probability achieving objectives or
way to achieve them could not be known or determined
in advance based on the experience or technological
knowledge usually available…
• addition of colloidal agent to decrease segregation of
mixture, analysis of weather & vibrations are common
techniques in the industry.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Judge’s Rationale For Ruling (Loss)
• [344] …testimony is not consistent with the content of the
T661 form and what BMQ claims in the letter of November
12, 2013…the timesheets produced in evidence indicate
that the water used in this project has been tested and
found to comply…no mention of the tests carried out with
different water that Mr. Dubé talked about.
• [345] …the trial-and-error method … not by applying the
scientific method, even if several hypotheses were put
forward by BMQ
• [346] Finally…the BMQ tests can be partially reconstructed
using its documentation, but a report compiling the tests
and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout
the project has not been prepared….
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Concrete Lessons
• Keep good documentation that shows thought
process (including the analysis of why it
worked/didn’t work) [343]
• Trial testimony should NOT contradict T661
statements [344]
• Proof your timesheets: be wary of double
entry [351] or estimates [353]
– Some flexibility with specified employees.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SR&ED cases – TECHNOLOGY
Beton Mobile – losing project
“What if?” scenario

Presented by
David Sabina, MBA, CPA
MEUK Corporation
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Key Criteria Summary

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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What if > due diligence?

Example of how the current project could have been focussed on the
“conclusions” expected by the RTA & Tax Court.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Replacing a portion of Portland cement with pozzolan yields improved concrete with
• higher durability,
• lower chloride permeability,
• reduced creep,
• increased resistance to chemical attack,
• lower cost and reduced environmental impact
However, limit to use since pozzolans generally retard strength development.
The present invention relates to pozzolan cement blends that are particle size optimized
to increase the level of pozzolan replacement of Portland cement while maintaining high
early strength development.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Patent Claims: (for ideas only)
1. A pozzolan cement composition comprising:
• a distribution of differently sized pozzolan particles capable of reacting with calcium
hydroxide in the presence of water in order to form solid hydration products having
cementitious properties,
• the pozzolan particles having a D15 greater than about 5 μm;
• a distribution of differently sized hydraulic cement particles at least partially
comprised of tricalcium silicate and/or dicalcium silicate that provide excess calcium
hydroxide when mixed with water ,
• the hydraulic cement particles having a D85 less than about 20 μm.
NOTE:
THESE TYPE OF DETAILS COULD FORM BASIS TO FORMULATE FIRST BATCH.
EACH OF THE PATENT CLAIMS = POTENTIAL AREA TO IDENTIFY VARIATIONS IN
TECHNIQUES.
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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CLAIMS (For ideas only)
2. A method of manufacturing a pozzolan cement composition, comprising:
• providing an initial stream of hydraulic cement particles;
• providing an initial stream of pozzolan particles;
• grinding and/or classifying the hydraulic cement particles in order to yield a
modified stream of hydraulic cement particles of increased fineness compared to
the initial stream of hydraulic cement particles and which has a D90 of less than
about 20 μm;
• removing at least a portion of the pozzolan particles less than about 20 μm and/or
grinding at least a portion of the pozzolan particles to yield a modified stream
of pozzolan particles having a D90 less than about 120 μm and a D10 greater than
about 10 μm; and
• blending the modified streams of hydraulic cement and pozzolan particles to yield
the pozzolan cement composition.

NOTE:
WHAT IF BETON HAD BEEN ABLE TO CITE THIS PATENT & HYPOTHESIZE WHY
SIMILAR METHODS WOULD NOT WORK FOR THEM?
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Judge Bowman – NW Hydraulic
landmark SR&ED case 1998
• [10]"The addition of these words ["including
incremental improvements thereto" ] in 1995
…appears to have been in response to a concern
that the achievement or attempted achievement
of slight improvements was not covered.
• I should not have thought it was necessary to say
so. Most scientific research involves gradual,
indeed infinitesimal, progress. Spectacular
breakthroughs are rare and make up a very
small part of the results of SR&ED in Canada.”
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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NW Hydraulic – scope of advancement
• [50] The technological advance was
not spectacular but, …, what may seem
routine in hindsight involved innovative
hypotheses as well as considerable
experimentation.

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SR&ED Court Process and Procedures
Practice Note 22 Hot tubbing

Practice Note 23 Preliminary ruling

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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SR&ED planning
New tax court procedures

Presented by
Angela Salvatore, LLM
Rogerson Law Group
SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Thank you!
• To all participants, contributors & presenters

SREDStakeholder.CA May 14, 2020
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Recent SR&ED Judgments
SR&ED TOPIC

APPELLANT

PRIMARY ISSUE

WIN / LOSS

Oracle dev + witness deceased
Custom structure

Clevor
Kam Press Metal

Evidence - PI deceased

LOSS

Distributed computing

CRL Engineering

Technological Advancement
Evidence & Advancement

LOSS
WIN

Drilling evidence for SRED
Concrete process development

Exxon
Beton Mobile

Technological Advancement
Technological Advancement

LOSS
WIN/LOSS

Technological eligibility

Financial issues
CCPC status

CO2 Solution technologies Control by public co.

LOSS

Use of SR&ED pool & losses

Dean's Knight Income

Acquisition of control

WIN

Detailed analysis of cases in SRED project format available for download
III.B _
https://sredstakeholder.ca/may_14_2020_sredstakeholder_pdf_handouts/
65

Project Name:
Project Number:

Clevor - Oracle + witness deceased (LOSS)
2001

Start Date:
Completion Date:

2020-01-01
2021-05-21

Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
This project example is based on the Tax Court of Canada judgment for CLEVOR TECHNOLOGIES INC. AND HER
MAJESTY THE QUEEN (2019 TCC 166).
the‑appeal‑pertains‑to‑the‑Minister’s‑denial‑of‑the‑Appellant’s‑claim‑for‑scientific‑research‑and‑experimental‑development‑
(SR&ED) expenditures of $72,046, which if recognized would entitle the Appellant to refundable investment tax credits under
the Act in the amount of $24,991.
[2] The Appellant was unrepresented by counsel. Its only witness was its president, Sheila Maithel. Her evidence established
that the Appellant is a Saskatchewan corporation engaged in the business of software development for operational
management.‑Prior‑to‑2013‑it‑had‑developed‑a‑sophisticated‑project‑management‑software‑application‑termed‑the‑“Clevor‑
Schedule‑Optimizer”‑(CSO).‑The‑function‑of‑the‑CSO‑software‑was‑that,‑upon‑having‑data‑inputted‑respecting‑variables‑
relevant to execution of a particular project (such as a construction or mining project), the software could relatively promptly
determine the timing and sequencing of steps for optimally efficient (i.e., earliest) completion of that project.
[5] The Appellant sought SR&ED benefits from two activities it engaged in in 2013 in conjunction with its commercially
successful software, CSO.
[6] The first such project stemmed from the fact that CSO was designed to interface with third party software that provided the
“front‑end”‑to‑the‑customer‑in‑the‑linked‑operation‑of‑the‑two‑applications.‑Ms.‑Maithal‑referred‑to‑CSO‑as‑being‑the‑“brains”‑in‑
such integrated applications, with CSO operating in integrated fashion with such front end applications such as MS Project
and‑Oracle’s‑Primavera‑P6.
[8]‑The‑second‑activity,‑reported‑as‑an‑actual‑SR&ED‑“project”,‑was‑the‑Appellant’s‑2013‑work‑in‑seeking‑to‑improve‑CSO‑by‑
incorporating‑therein‑the‑“best‑lateness‑and‑overhead‑calculation”‑to‑enhance‑CSO’s‑ability‑to‑calculate‑optimal‑timelines‑for‑
the concurrent running of projects.

Field of Science/Technology:
Computer sciences (1.02.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Develop new processes
Commercial Facility

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[3] Ms. Maithal does not have formal computer or software development training and had not been employed by the
Appellant at any relevant time. Throughout 2013 and prior, her father Ravi Maithel, since deceased, was president of the
Appellant. I understand that he had a background in computers. Ms. Maithal herself, while an astute and erudite witness,
had‑no‑personal‑or‑direct‑knowledge‑of‑the‑Appellant’s‑activities‑in‑2013‑relevant‑to‑this‑appeal.‑
[3] ... Her evidence essentially was derived from the content of two letters her late father had written in 2015 in exchanging
correspondence‑with‑Canada‑Revenue‑Agency‑(CRA)‑SR&ED‑auditors‑-‑addressing‑at‑the‑audit‑stage‑the‑Appellant’s‑
SR&ED claims at issue herein. It was left unexplained why the Appellant did not call to testify any current or former
employees‑of‑the‑Appellant‑who‑had‑had‑any‑significant‑involvement‑in‑the‑Appellant’s‑activities‑in‑2013‑underlying‑this‑
SR&ED claim

COMMERCIAL CO

Project Name:
Clevor - Oracle + witness deceased (LOSS)
Start Date:
2020-01-01
Project Number:
2001
Completion Date:
2021-05-21
[4] Testifying for the Respondent was Dr. Mayank Pandey, a CRA employed research and technology advisor (RTA). He has
a PhD in engineering management. He was the RTA who advised CRA respecting the subject SR&ED claims. He was
accepted as an expert witness without objection from the Appellant. His expert report was filed as Ex. R-1. It pertains to the
“second‑activity”,‑referenced‑in‑paragraph‑8‑below.
[5] The Appellant sought SR&ED benefits from two activities it engaged in in 2013 in conjunction with its commercially
successful software, CSO.
[7]‑...‑in‑or‑about‑early‑2013‑Oracle‑updated‑its‑“application‑programming‑interface”‑(API)‑code‑for‑its‑new‑version‑of‑
Primavera being Primavera P7. This change blocked CSO from integrating with Primavera P7, pending adaptations of
CSO’s‑code.‑While‑Oracle‑had‑published,‑for‑reference‑by‑software‑companies‑with‑products‑integrating‑with‑Primavera,‑
an explanation of its API changes, that published explanation apparently was insufficiently comprehensive to permit the
Appellant to readily ascertain required code changes for CSO.

The most significant underlying key variables are:
applying metaheuristics (unresolved), adding constraints (unresolved), UNDERSTAND 3RD PARTY API's - INELIGIBLE
(unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches

10 Articles

Suppliers

1 products

Here is an example of a search for prior art
pplying+metaheuristics)+(adding+constraints)+mac
hine+learning
Insufficient documentation of Primavera & Oracle
API updates for latest release

Activity #1-1: updates for Oracle (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
[13] Regarding the first of these two 2013 initiatives, being the API work, the Appellant in its written submissions asserted
that,‑“this‑lack‑of‑documentation‑[for‑the‑new‑P7’s‑API‑code]‑created‑scientific‑or‑technological‑uncertainties”‑saying‑further‑
that‑this,‑“could‑not‑be‑overcome‑by‑using‑standard‑programming‑practice/brute‑force‑in‑solving‑the‑problem…”
[14] The Appellant submitted also that, the hypothesis generated was that the changes made to the API that affect [the
Appellant’s]‑integration‑could‑be‑determined‑if‑developers‑systematically‑tried‑various‑combinations‑of‑XML‑items‑[an‑aspect‑
of API code] and added/removed different item fields to eliminate the errors, and warnings, generated when a partial XML file
was used to update a project in Primavera 6. The knowledge gained from this systematic investigation improves our
understanding‑of‑the‑new‑schema‑file‑and‑help[s]‑[the‑Appellant’s]‑future‑integration‑work.
[15]‑The‑Respondent‑(CRA)‑submits‑that,‑“learning‑about‑third‑party‑products‑such‑as‑Primavera‑does‑not‑constitute‑a‑
technological‑advancement.”‑I‑disagree‑with‑this‑statement‑only‑insofar‑as‑it‑does‑not‑acknowledge‑that‑conceivably‑
technological advancement might be found in the development, through scientific methodology and not standard processes
or routine engineering, of some new process for ascertaining the unpublished content of the new P7 API code.
Results:
Conclusion:
The judge commented:
[16]‑Here,‑the‑Appellant’s‑“hypothesis”‑as‑above‑cited‑is‑to,‑“systematically‑[try]‑various‑combinations‑of‑XML‑[an‑aspect‑of‑
API code] and [add/remove] different item fields to eliminate the errors, and warnings, generated when a partial XML file [is]
used‑to‑update‑a‑project‑in‑Primavera‑6.”‑But‑that‑does‑not‑seem‑a‑scientific‑proposition‑to‑be‑tested‑by‑scientific‑
experimentation.‑Rather,‑it‑describes‑a‑methodology‑for‑seeking‑to‑ascertain‑the‑nature‑of‑the‑XML‑element‑of‑Primavera‑P7’s‑
API‑coding,‑i.e.‑seeking‑to‑acquire‑knowledge,‑already‑possessed‑by‑Oracle,‑of‑the‑latter’s‑P7‑API‑code.‑This‑proposed‑
procedure,‑couched‑as‑an‑“hypothesis”‑-‑the‑systematic‑trying‑of‑various‑combinations‑of‑API‑coding‑factors‑-‑is‑redolent‑of‑a‑
trial and error approach.
[17]‑In‑my‑view,‑trial‑and‑error‑procedure‑is‑routine‑engineering.‑In‑Northwest,‑“routine‑engineering”‑was‑said‑to‑mean,‑as‑
stated‑above,‑“techniques,‑procedures‑that‑are‑generally‑available‑to‑competent‑professionals‑in‑the‑field.”‑Certainly‑trial‑and‑
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Project Name:
Clevor - Oracle + witness deceased (LOSS)
Start Date:
2020-01-01
Project Number:
2001
Completion Date:
2021-05-21
error is a known technique, available to competent professionals in the field. Moreover, there is no reasonable indication that
the‑Appellant’s‑proposed‑trial‑and‑error‑procedure‑would‑be‑only‑a‑minor‑aspect‑of,‑in‑the‑greater‑context,‑a‑genuine‑scientific‑
methodology.
[18] Thus, I do not find here evidence sufficient to permit the conclusion that in dealing with the API issue, SR&ED was
engaged in.

Activity #1-2: lateness & overhead calculation factors (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
[19]‑The‑second‑activity‑that‑the‑Appellant‑put‑forward‑for‑SR&ED‑consideration‑was‑the‑Appellant’s‑2013‑work‑seeking‑to‑
incorporate‑the‑“best‑lateness‑and‑overhead‑calculation”‑to‑enhance‑CSO’s‑ability‑to‑calculate‑optimal‑timelines‑for‑
concurrently‑run‑projects.‑As‑explained‑in‑the‑Appellant’s‑written‑submissions,‑in‑2013,‑we‑saw‑that‑at‑times‑in‑the‑optimized‑
schedule that [CSO produced], some projects were significantly delayed while other projects were on time, and at times a
given‑project’s‑total‑duration‑was‑often‑unnecessarily‑expanded.‑Our‑initial‑analysis‑showed‑that‑this‑was‑due‑to‑lateness‑cost‑
rate setting and lack of project duration control. The investigation into possible solutions to overcome [an] undesirable
optimized schedule resulted [sic] based on project lateness and overhead looked at implementing various types of cost
calculations to the calculation engine or implementing overhead analysis costing.
[20] The Appellant in its written submissions stated that it had proposed five courses of conduct, described by the Appellant in
its‑submissions‑as‑“hypotheses”.‑They‑were,
1. Lateness - use a lateness cost interest to the lateness cost calculation;
2. Lateness - use a compound lateness cost interest to the lateness cost calculation;
3. Minimize fragmentation - use a standardized project overhead cost;
4. Minimize fragmentation - implement a critical path analysis to find the reason from duration point of view;
5. Minimize fragmentation - implement bottleneck resource analysis to find the reason from resource point of view.
[21]‑The‑Appellant‑further‑submitted‑that‑the‑first‑three‑of‑these‑five‑“potential‑solutions”‑were‑tested‑using‑multiple‑datasets‑
for‑different‑test‑cases‑including,‑“composite‑resource‑only”‑dataset,‑“discrete‑resource‑only”‑dataset‑and‑“mixed‑resources”‑
dataset, plus three dataset sizes - large (greater than 5,000 activities), small (less than 1,000 activities) and medium. The
Appellant submitted that it concluded from these tests that incorporation of a compound lateness cost and standard overhead
cost produced optimal scheduling results best emulating a human decision.
Results:
22]‑The‑Respondent’s‑written‑submissions,‑reflective‑of‑Dr.‑Pandey’s‑expert‑report‑and‑opinion‑evidence,‑was‑that‑here‑there‑
was‑no‑technological‑uncertainty‑-‑as‑the‑Appellant‑had‑used‑an‑established‑methodology‑termed‑“metaheuristics”‑to‑resolve‑
the lateness and overhead costs matter. Dr. Pandey in his expert report (Ex. R-1) states that, [a] known way to solve
[scheduling problems including involving the addition of each new variable] is to use metaheuristics, which in essence search
the solution space based on some algorithms and converge to a solution. There are multiple known ways of using
metaheuristics to solve schedule optimization problems. [The Appellant] had already been using such metaheuristics in the
existing application for solving schedule/cost optimization problems.
[23] Further,[Dr. Zhou of the Appellant at a meeting dated October 29, 2014 with Canada Revenue Agency officials and
others]...explained that new constraints were required to be added in the existing problem to overcome the deficiencies in the
existing organizer. However, adding new constraints itself does not represent any scientific or technological uncertainties. It is
known that any new constraints to an existing optimizing problem may necessitate adding new heuristics (set of rules) to the
existing setup (rule-base) so that the solution space, bounded by constraints, could be explored by a metaheuristics and a
final solution could be obtained. The solutions can be further refined using various numerical techniques via iterative
simulation.
[24] And finally, the information and supporting evidence provided do not establish that [the Appellant] encountered any
scientific or technological uncertainties in either modeling the problem, using the existing metaheuristics in solving the
problem at hand or devising/adding new heuristics. At the outset of the claimed work, [the Appellant] was using [a]
metaheuristics based solution approach...and they had a stable schedule engine to generate a schedule satisfying all defined
constraints and scheduling rules....While the new constraints (adding the lateness cost and overhead cost in a multi-project
optimization scenario) added further complexity to the scheduling problem, the facts presented for review do not show that
these two constraints/requirements created any [scientific or technological uncertainty] for [the Appellant]. The company had
the necessary expertise in applying metaheuristics and adding constraints in schedule/cost optimization problems in a multiproject scenario. Furthermore, the formation and supporting evidence provided for review do not establish that any scientific
or technological uncertainties were encountered/addressed at the system level with respect to how the addition of the new
constraints would have created uncertainties on the existing technologies/components. As such, while the work was complex
and time consuming, requiring algorithm refining, coding and testing to obtain an acceptable solution, the work did not involve
experimentation or analyses to resolve scientific or technological unknowns per subsection 248(1) of the Act... [emphasis
added]
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Project Name:
Project Number:

Clevor - Oracle + witness deceased (LOSS)
2001

Start Date:
Completion Date:

2020-01-01
2021-05-21

Conclusion:
The judge stated:
[25] I accept the expert evidence of the Respondent as expressed above. The Appellant through its sole witness, a nonexpert‑and‑untrained‑in‑computer‑science,‑did‑not‑present‑evidence‑at‑all‑sufficient‑to‑persuade‑me‑that‑the‑Respondent’s‑
evidence was in error. And I note again that the Appellant called no witnesses with any direct knowledge of the work of the
Appellant had done in 2013 (nor explained why it did or could not do so). Nor did the Appellant seek to qualify an expert to
testify‑in‑response‑to‑Dr.‑Pandey’s‑evidence.‑Thus,‑as‑with‑the‑API‑activity,‑for‑this‑second‑activity‑concerning‑lateness‑and‑
overhead factors, I deny the claimed SR&ED tax credits.
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Project Name:
Project Number:

Kam Press Metal - custom structure (LOSS W COSTS)
2002

Start Date:
Completion Date:

2020-01-31
2020-02-29

Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
This project is based on the Tax Court of Canada judgment for KAM-PRESS METAL PRODUCTS LTD.v. HER MAJESTY
THE QUEEN (CITATION: 2019 TCC 246).
[4]‑Three‑witnesses‑testified‑for‑the‑Appellant:‑Mr.‑Michael‑Bobee‑(“MB”),‑the‑founder‑and‑the‑president‑and‑general‑manager‑
of‑the‑Appellant;‑Mr.‑Chad‑Bobee‑(“CB”),‑the‑sales‑and‑engineering‑manager‑of‑the‑Appellant‑and‑the‑son‑of‑MB;‑and‑Mr.‑
Michael Witen, an independent SR&ED consultant to the Appellant prior to and during the taxation years in issue. [5] MB
provided a brief overview of the history and business of the Appellant.
The Appellant was established in 1973 by MB and has carried on the business of custom manufacturing since its inception.
The Appellant works primarily with metal but occasionally works with other materials as the need arises. One product custommanufactured by the Appellant is referred to as a memorial niche, which is used to display funeral urns. The memorial niches
custom-manufactured by the Appellant are typically made of metal with a glass front.
[6] Prior to the commencement of the Project, the Appellant was approached by a distributor of its custom-manufactured
products who wanted to discuss the manufacture of a memorial niche for a church in Alberta. The architect for the church
envisioned a memorial niche with a complex design involving both curved and straight sections that would give the effect that
the urns were floating in space.
The latter aesthetic required the memorial niche to be as transparent as possible with lighting that supported the desired
effect.

Field of Science/Technology:
Mechanical engineering (2.03.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Develop new materials, devices, or products
Commercial Facility

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[9] The Appellant considered three possible designs. The first design used the traditional materials of metal and glass to
construct the memorial niche columns. This design proved too difficult and costly to manufacture.
[10] The second design replaced the metal with tempered glass. This design resulted in a memorial niche column that was
heavy and expensive and the components of which would be difficult to ship without breakage and to assemble without
weakening the structural integrity of the niche.
[11] The third and final design envisioned a memorial niche constructed of acrylic. The Appellant reviewed various samples
of acrylic and concluded that it needed to use high-grade high-strength extruded acrylic. The Appellant acquired the acrylic
from a third-party manufacturer of acrylic.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: THE APPELLANT DID NOT PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF RESEARCH ON "READILY AVAILABLE"
TECHNIQUES.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
PROBLEM: marketing vs. technology issues? (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: development (Fiscal Year 2020)

COMMERCIAL CO

Project Name:
Project Number:

Kam Press Metal - custom structure (LOSS W COSTS)
2002

Start Date:
Completion Date:

2020-01-31
2020-02-29

Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:
Physical prototypes:

25 alternatives
15 runs / samples
2 samples

[13] One issue was the creation of columns of niches that could be combined into the desired arc of columns. The Appellant
used 3D computer-aided design software to model the columns. The result of the modelling was then tested using a mock-up
built on the factory floor. An important aspect of the design was that the tolerances had to be tight so that the niche columns
would line up properly when
combined in an arc.
[14] A second issue was the design of a base for the columns that would support the columns while replicating the arc of the
columns. Again, the Appellant used 3D computer-aided design software to identify configurations for the base. The first
design was discarded because of its cost. The second design was adopted and several base plates were manufactured and
tested using different means to connect
the base plates. The Appellant encountered issues securing the niche column into the baseplate, which it overcame by
designing a custom mount attached to the baseplate.
[15] A third issue was the design and manufacture of a traditional extruded and anodized aluminum front beam system for the
niche columns. The beams had to interconnect and provide a housing for parts such as the LED light valance. The Appellant
encountered issues with regard to such things as the correct position of mounting holes in the acrylic, the manner of cutting
horizontal top beams for arced
columns so that they could be joined, and the means of securing corner joint and Tjoint rosette cover plates. The Appellant
was able to resolve these issues by trying different spacing for the mounting holes, using a straight cut for all horizontal top
beams and trying different means of securing the cover plates.
[16] A fourth issue was the reflectivity of the acrylic panels used in the columns. The Appellant tried different sanding
techniques to dull the surface of the acrylic. After that failed to achieve the desired result, the Appellant purchased prefinished
panels that addressed the issue.
[17] A fifth issue was the design of a jig to hold the acrylic pieces together during assembly of the columns. After considering
and rejecting a two-jig system (one for arced columns and one for non-arced columns), the Appellant designed and
constructed a single versatile jig for all columns. The jig was designed to be very robust so that there would be no shifting or
flexing during the gluing process and
so that the appropriate pressure would be applied to the joints during the gluing process. The Appellant tested different
configurations and structural components before achieving the desired level of rigidity and pressure.
[18] A sixth issue was the cutting of the acrylic sheets and the gluing together of the acrylic shapes in a way that was
structurally sound and satisfied the aesthetic requirements of the architect (i.e., maximum transparency). Initial trials using
laser-cut acrylic shapes proved unsuccessful because the cut surfaces were not flat, so the Appellant moved to machine-cut
acrylic shapes instead. The Appellant encountered difficulty gluing the shapes together in a structurally sound way while
maintaining the desired aesthetic. After attempting solutions such as routed grooves in the backplate to allow for proper
seating and gluing of the shelves and dividers for assembly with the outer acrylic column pieces, the Appellant determined
that it could not solve the assembly issues and outsourced the assembly
of the columns to an acrylic item manufacturing
Results:
THE JUDGE COMMENTED:
[24] Neither party presented an expert witness. In my view, the evidence of an expert witness is not necessarily required to
resolve the question of whether an activity is SR&ED.
Conclusion:
THE JUDGE RULED (LOSS + COSTS):
[25] In this case, I do not require the technical assistance of an expert witness to conclude that the activities of the Appellant
in furtherance of the Project are not SR&ED. The Appellant was faced with several technical difficulties in the design and
construction of the acrylic memorial niche columns, some of which it was able to solve through computer-aided design
exercises and trial and error.
[26] The resolution of those issues that were resolved involved the application of standard procedures or routine engineering
such as variations in the design of components, in the approaches to the assembly of components and in the materials used
to construct components. In my view, the Appellant did not resolve or attempt to resolve any technological uncertainty.
[27] The issues identified and addressed by the Appellant were routine technical issues associated with the design and
construction of an existing product using different materials. As stated by Judge Bowman in Northwest Hydraulic, the fact that
there may have been some doubt as to the way in which the technical issues would be resolved does not amount to the
existence of technological uncertainty.
[28] The Appellant attempted, but was not able, to resolve the problem of how to assemble the niche columns and it
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subcontracted that work to an acrylic item manufacturing company. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, I can only
infer from this that that company had the experience and expertise to perform the required assembly, which suggests to me
that the issues faced by the Appellant in designing and constructing the acrylic memorial niches resulted from a lack of
experience and expertise in working with acrylic and not from any technological uncertainty associated with the design and
construction of the memorial niches.
[29] I also find that the approach of the Appellant to resolving the issues raised by the Project was one of trial and error.
Adopting the words of Judge Bowman, I conclude that the Appellant has not demonstrated that the procedures adopted for
the Project accord with established and objective principles of scientific method, characterized by trained and systematic
observation, measurement and experiment, and the formulation, testing and modification of hypotheses. This is reflected in
the-fact-that-there-is-a-complete-absence-of-documentation-save-for-the-after-the-fact-summaries-prepared-by-theAppellant’sSR&ED consultant.
[30] For the foregoing reasons, the appeals are dismissed, with costs to the Respondent in accordance with the Tariff.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: IT IS UNCOMMON FOR THE JUDGES TO CHARGE COSTS TO THE LOSERS OF SR&ED RELATED
CASES UNLESS THEY BELIEVED THE CASE WAS FRIVOLOUS.
Significant variables addressed: PROBLEM: marketing vs. technology issues?
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
This project is based on the Tax Court of Canada judgment for CRL Engineering Ltd. v. The Queen (2019 TCC 65).
[13] The Appellant is an engineering firm specialized in developing public transit related technology. It was incorporated in
September 2009.
[14]‑‑Dr.‑Raman‑Paranjape,‑the‑Appellant’s‑Chief‑Executive‑Officer,‑testified‑at‑the‑hearing.‑He‑holds‑a‑Ph.D.‑in‑engineering‑
and‑is‑a‑professor‑of‑Electric‑Systems‑Engineering‑at‑the‑University‑of‑Regina.‑The‑Appellant’s‑Chief‑Operating‑Officer,‑Craig‑
M. Gelowitz, also holds a Ph.D. in engineering. He was present throughout the hearing but did not testify.
[15] The Appellant commenced its SRED activities as early as 2010 and it was ongoing during the subject taxation years.
The‑Appellant‑described‑it‑as‑“A‑Real‑Time‑Vehicle‑Arrival‑Prediction‑Model‑for‑Transitlive”‑(the‑“Project”).‑It‑was‑intended‑to‑
develop‑the‑Appellant’s‑web‑based‑system‑using‑algorithms‑and‑a‑global‑positioning‑system‑(“GPS”)‑data‑to‑provide‑accurate‑
real‑time‑for‑public‑transit‑buses.

Field of Science/Technology:
Computer sciences (1.02.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Improve existing processes
Research Facility
Dr. Raman Paranjape (Electrical Engineering - PhD (1985) / CEO)
Records of resources allocated to the project, time sheets; Samples, prototypes, scrap or other
artefacts; Design, system architecture and source code

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[16]‑‑The‑Appellant‑argued‑that‑the‑Project‑involved‑“developing‑a‑physically‑distributed,‑multi-computing‑platform‑using‑
general purpose computing systems to create, communicate, integrate, analyse and report real-time, dynamic data to
users‑of‑the‑transit‑systems‑and‑administrators”‑and‑that‑the‑technological‑uncertainty‑was‑whether‑“autonomous‑
computational systems based on general-purpose computing units could be effectively deployed in order to provide
accurate‑and‑real-time‑status‑information‑to‑both‑users‑and‑administrators‑in‑real-world‑transit‑systems”.‑It‑was‑argued‑that‑
the‑use‑of‑“general‑purpose‑computing‑systems”‑for‑that‑purpose‑is‑what‑“creates‑real‑scientific‑uncertainty.”
[17] The Respondent (CRA) argues that there was no scientific uncertainty and that the Project involved the use of existing
technology,‑notably‑Global‑Positioning‑Systems‑or‑“GPS”,‑and‑routine‑engineering‑or,‑as‑described‑in‑paragraph‑(f)‑of‑the‑
definition‑“routine‑testing‑of‑materials,‑devices,‑products‑or‑processes”.
[21]‑‑The‑Appellant‑described‑what‑it‑called‑its‑“over-arching‑hypothesis”‑as‑whether‑“autonomous‑distributed‑computing‑
systems based on general purposes computing units [can] be effectively deployed in order to provide accurate real-time
status‑information‑to‑both‑users‑and‑administrators‑in‑a‑real‑world‑transit‑system”.‑The‑Respondent‑argues‑that‑the‑Project‑
involved a series of unrelated and un-connected tasks and that there was no real hypothesis.
[22] While the hypothesis appears to be phrased more as a question than an assumption, I find that the Appellant had a
“logical‑plan‑devised‑to‑observe‑and‑resolve‑the‑hypothetical‑problem”‑and‑that,‑as‑such,‑this‑criterion‑is‑satisfied.

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Development (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
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[23]‑‑The‑Appellant‑indicates‑that‑it‑installed‑and‑monitored‑“a‑set‑of‑computing‑units‑on‑transit‑vehicles‑(…)‑to‑examine‑how‑
the‑system‑could‑function”‑and‑included‑various‑iterations‑of‑a‑code‑to‑test‑some‑aspect‑of‑the‑operating‑system‑that‑was‑
“regularly‑updated‑to‑evaluate‑sequentially‑and‑progressively‑more‑complex‑options‑(...)‑and‑to‑examine‑alternatives”.‑The‑
Appellant‑argues‑that‑the‑activities‑constituted‑a‑“progressive‑and‑systematic‑investigation”‑including‑adjustments‑to‑the‑
sub‑hypothesis,‑followed‑by‑new‑testing‑and‑documentation.
Results:
Were detailed records kept as the work progressed? THE JUDGE COMMENTED:
[30]‑‑The‑Appellant’s‑witness‑explained‑that‑“system‑snapshots‑were‑captured‑on‑a‑weekly‑basis‑and‑maintained‑in‑a‑
document‑repository”‑that‑were‑accessible‑and‑regularly‑reviewed.‑It‑also‑maintained‑a‑“wiki”‑that‑was‑used‑to‑“log‑data,‑
methods,‑issues‑and‑results”.‑The‑documentary‑evidence,‑notably‑Exhibits‑A‑1‑and‑A‑3,‑supported‑Dr.‑Paranjape’s‑oral‑
testimony on this issue.
[31] On balance, I find that the Appellant has satisfied this criterion.
Conclusion:
[26]‑‑The‑Appellant‑argued‑that‑its‑activities‑were‑“focused‑on‑understanding‑the‑nature‑and‑characteristics‑of‑physically‑
distributed‑general‑purpose‑multi-computing‑systems‑in‑a‑hostile‑and‑challenging‑environment”.‑Its‑results‑were‑reported‑in‑a‑
scholarly journal (Exhibit A-2) though the Appellant conceded that its research activities were ongoing. It argued that its
research‑provided‑a‑“launching‑pad‑for‑new‑achievements‑in‑distributed‑computing”.
AS A RESULT THE JUDGE RULED:
[32] On the basis of the documentary and testimonial evidence adduced at the hearing, the Court finds that the Appellant has
satisfied the five-factor test described in the case law and that it was engaged in SRED activities during the subject taxation
years.
Documentation:
O
ffline Documents: weekly system snapshots
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
This project is based on the Tax Court of Canada judgment for EXXONMOBIL CANADA LTD. & EXXONMOBIL CANADA
HIBERNIA COMPANY LTD. v. HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN (2019 TCC 108).
One‑of‑the‑issues‑in‑this‑case‑involved‑‑2)‑the‑reassessment‑of‑EMCHCL‑to‑deny‑EMCHCL’s‑claim‑that‑its‑share‑of‑the‑
expenditure‑incurred‑in‑2005‑to‑drill‑well‑B16-54‑qualified‑as‑an‑expenditure‑for‑“scientific‑research‑and‑experimental‑
development”‑as‑defined‑in‑subsection‑248(1)‑of‑the‑ITA‑(the‑“SR&ED‑Claim”).
[57]‑‑During‑2005,‑well‑B16-54‑was‑drilled‑to‑a‑depth‑of‑4,600‑metres,‑at‑which‑point‑the‑drill‑bit‑“torqued‑off”‑the‑bottom‑of‑the‑
well‑and‑was‑lost.‑The‑principal‑issue‑is‑whether‑EMCHCL’s‑share‑of‑the‑cost‑of‑drilling‑the‑B16-54‑well‑in‑2005‑qualifies‑as‑a‑
scientific research and experimental development expenditure. The PSAF states that the cost of drilling well B16-54 in 2005
was‑$40,964,305‑and‑that‑EMCHCL’s‑share‑of‑that‑cost‑was‑$2,048,215.‑

Field of Science/Technology:
Environmental and geological engineering (2.07.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Improve existing processes
Lab

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[60] The Appellant (EXXON) submits that the drilling of the B16-54 well was SR&ED because it provided experimental
validation of the predictions made using the new/improved RCA methodology developed by Upstream Research Company.
[61] The Respondent (CRA) submits that the drilling of well B16-54 was to delineate the oilfield in the Hibernia southern
extension and to satisfy the requirements of EL1093 and that paragraph (h) of the definition of SR&ED excludes drilling for
petroleum,‑which‑is‑consistent‑with‑the‑fact‑that‑the‑cost‑of‑oil‑wells‑is‑addressed‑in‑the‑definitions‑of‑“Canadian‑exploration‑
expense”‑(“CEE”)‑and‑“Canadian‑development‑expense”‑(“CDE”)‑in‑subsections‑66.1(6)‑and‑66.2(5)‑respectively‑of‑the‑
ITA.

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2019)
This Activity is addressed in Fiscal Year 2019.

Activity #1-1: development (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
[62] To support its position, the Appellant submitted the expert reports of Doctor Fairchild and to support her position the
Respondent submitted the expert reports of Professor Gringarten.
REGARDING THIS EVIDENCE THE JUDGE COMMENTED:
While these reports provide some interesting technical background, they provide limited assistance with respect to the issue
of whether the drilling of well B16-54 constitutes SR&ED.
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[64] Having said this, I find that two observations by Professor Gringarten provide useful background to the issue under
appeal:
. . . In any case, the validation of a reservoir model cannot rely on a single well but comes from the accumulation of proofs
from a series of wells. [46]
...
All wells are drilled based on reservoir characterization and reservoir connectivity studies and in turn all wells, from wildcat to
appraisal to delineation to development, contribute knowledge that is used to improve the reservoir model and reduce
uncertainty. [47]
[65] The primary objectives, incentives and issues in respect of the B16-54 well are described in the presentation to
management dated June 16, 2005 as follows:
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
- Define OWC in Hibernia South by penetrating primary reservoir targets of Layers 2 and 3 between 4500-4800 m (1476415748 ft) TVDss - tests deepest possible contact.
- De-risk sufficient volumes to determine economic viability of platform facility upgrades and/or an 11 well subsea water
injection development.
- Obtain core and fluid samples to characterize reservoir properties with depth to optimize future developments.
INCENTIVES
- The incremental risked STOOIP capture of NFW MM1 is 170 MB in up to 6 fault blocks.
- The risked unit development cost of the Hibernia South development is C$4-5/B.
- Fulfills EL 1093 commitment of C$8 M.
ISSUES
- Depth of OWC in Hibernia South is currently unknown but NFW MM1 will test interval of 4500-4800 m (14764-15748ft)
TVDss. RCA and data from MM NFW derisks Hibernia South explicitly.
- Magnitude of potential reservoir quality (permeability and porosity) degradation with depth will be better understood through
log and core acquisition. [48]
[66] The e-mail from Mark P. Evans found at Tab 47 of the JBD confirms the reasons for the drilling of the B16-54 well, which
was to facilitate and accelerate the development of the Hibernia southern extension, in furtherance of which EL1093 had
been obtained on January 15, 2005 (i.e., before the new/improved RCA methodology had been developed).
Results:
THE JUDGE STATED:
[67] The fact that the limited data provided by the B16-54 well, or more accurately sidetrack W, supported the prediction
made using the new/improved RCA methodology is not proof that the well was a component of the SR&ED performed to
create/improve that methodology. The fact that the path of well B16-54 was chosen to obtain the greatest amount of data at
the least cost is also not proof that the well was a component of the SR&ED performed to create/improve the RCA
methodology. Both facts are also consistent with the drilling of well B16-54 to facilitate and accelerate the development of the
Hibernia southern extension, as stated in the documents at Tabs 42 and 47 of the JBD.
Conclusion:
JUDGE'S RULING & RATIONALE: LOSS

[68] The new/improved RCA methodology predicted the existence of significant amounts of oil in the Hibernia southern
extension. Any well drilled in the southern extension subsequent to this prediction could potentially contribute data relevant to
assessing the veracity of the prediction. However, common sense and commercial reality dictate that the primary purpose of
any such well (even the first one) is not to validate the RCA methodology but rather to obtain data regarding oil in the
southern extension. In this case, I find as a fact that well B16-54 was drilled to obtain data regarding oil in the southern
extension and to satisfy the requirements of EL1093. The validation of the RCA methodology was incidental to these
objectives. This conclusion is consistent with the fact that there was no evidence to tie well B16-54 to the formulation, testing
and modification of the RCA methodology.
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[69] The drilling of a conventional well, based on the predicted location of oil, to establish whether and to what extent oil is
present may be distinguished from the construction of a pilot plant to test a new or improved process or technology. The latter
contributes to the resolution of technological uncertainty associated with the construction of a full scale plant while the former
incidentally provides data that either agrees with or disagrees with the outcome predicted by the model.
AUTHOR'S COMMENT:
THIS CASE PROVIDES AN EXAMPLE OF THE MINIMUM REQUIRED DEGREE OF DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED. IN
THIS CASE THE CLAIMANT DID NOT BENCHMARK VS. EXISTING MODELS. TO SIMILAR WORK IN THE LANDMARK
CASES OF NORTHWEST HYDRAULIC CONSULTANTS & RAINBOW PIPELINE WHERE THE CLAIMANTS WERE
SUCCESSFUL IN DEMONSTRATING ACCEPTED TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITS & RELATED ADVANCEMENTS IN THEIR
FIELDS OF ENGINEERING.
HAD THE CLIENT BEEN ABLE TO PRODUCE RELATED EVIDENCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT THE FACT
THAT THE DATA COULD ALSO HAVE COMMERCIAL VALUE/USE SHOULD NOT HAVE NEGATED THE ELIGIBILITY.
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Durability (x)
air (x)
slump (x)
temperature (x)
density / compression) (x)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

No
No
No
No
No

The case examined 14 specific projects over a period of 3 taxation years. Ultimately 6 of these projects were found to be
eligible
[ 71 ] Exhibit AI-1, which is a table detailing the expenses incurred in respect of each project.
[‑415‑]‑‑[THE‑JUDGE]‑I‑conclude‑that‑the‑activities‑carried‑out‑by‑BMQ‑in‑the‑context‑of‑projects‑‑B‑‑‑10‑18,‑B‑‑‑11‑04,‑B‑‑‑
11‑07,‑B‑‑‑12‑01,‑B‑‑12‑03‑and‑B‑‑‑12‑07‑are‑SR&ED‑activities.
7) Project B-10-18: Develop a light self-compacting mortar for mobile concrete mixer
9) Project B-11-04: Analysis of the influence of binders and additives on the performance of self-placing concrete
10) Project B-11-07: Developing an ultra-fast setting mortar for installation in a marine environment
11) Project B-12-01: Development of fast-setting latex-free concrete
13) Project B-12-03: Development of quick-setting latex concrete screed
14) Project B-12-07: Development of repair product for roller compacted concrete
[6] Mr. Jacques Bertrand testified at the hearing. He is an engineer and also one of the founders of BMQ; he was president of
BMQ‑at‑the‑relevant‑times.‑Gérard‑Dubé,‑engineer‑at‑BMQ,‑also‑testified‑at‑the‑hearing.
[7]‑‑The‑Canada‑Revenue‑Agency‑(‑"CRA"‑)‑research‑and‑technology‑advisers‑(‑"CRT"‑)‑,‑namely‑Mr.‑Cédric‑Durban,‑who‑
examined the projects for the 2010 taxation year, and Mr. Karim Mimoune, who reviewed projects for the 2011 and 2012
taxation years, also testified. Mr. Durban obtained a doctorate in mechanical engineering in 1997. Mr. Durban began his
career as a private consultant in SR&ED; in 2009, he joined the CRA and was working as a CRT with the CRA at the time of
the audit. Mr. Mimoune holds a doctorate in mechanical engineering and has worked as CRT at the ARC since 2002.
A. EVIDENCE - CONTEXT OF PROJECTS
1) Business operated by BMQ
[10] Mr. Bertrand is an engineer by training and has been practicing this profession since 1967. He has worked for many
years in the field of civil engineering for large projects such as James Bay and Churchill Falls, in which concrete was widely
used. He also worked on the construction of the Montreal metro.
[11] Mr. Bertrand and two partners founded BMQ in 1979. Mr. Bertrand testified that at the time, there was a lack of
companies capable of meeting the demand for smaller projects, or for more specific projects or for repairs.
[12] BMQ operates as a concrete supplier in the field of prepared and specialized concrete. This company is a leader in this
field. Its clients are entrepreneurs who work for public or private construction sites. Most of BMQ's turnover comes from
contracts in the public sector. Usually, before the awarding of a contract to BMQ, and particularly when a contract is awarded
in the public sector, the concrete mixture to be supplied by BMQ to the contractor is pre-approved by the client and by the
contractor, since concrete must meet minimum industry standards.
[13]‑‑BMQ‑supplies‑fresh‑concrete‑using‑mobile‑concrete‑mixers‑and‑not‑“drum‑concrete‑mixers”or‑conventional‑concrete‑
mixers, which allows it to offer its customers innovative solutions and products to meet the various needs of these in the
context of the realization and repair of concrete structures.

Field of Science/Technology:
Civil Engineering (2.01.01)
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Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
2) Concrete
[ 16 ] Concrete is made up of several inputs: cement, sand, stone and drinking water. Various adjuvants can be added, such
as entrained air, superplasticizers, colloidal agents and latex. These additives are added to give concrete certain
characteristics, such as better resistance or better durability.
[ 17 ] BMQ has the recipes for around 300 concrete mixes and develops 15 to 20 per year. According to Mr. Bertrand, the
possible combinations of the various inputs are extremely numerous since there are six or seven cements, 100 types of
stones, a very large number of types of sand, and 500 to 1000 different additives. The dosage of each of these inputs can
also be subject to variations.
[ 18 ] A concrete mixture must meet certain standards to be used on public worksites. For example, standard 3101 of the
Specifications‑and‑General‑Specifications‑of‑the‑Ministère‑des‑Transports‑du‑Québec‑(‑"MTQ")‑must‑be‑reached.‑According‑
to Mr. Bertrand, even when inputs have been known for a long time, the needs of the industry change and BMQ seeks to
make new mixtures accordingly. In addition, minimum standards are evolving. Standard 3101 is reviewed annually and
CSA (Canadian Standards Association) standards are reviewed every five years. For example, Mr. Bertrand explained that
the compressive strength standards went from 35 megapascals to 50 megapascals between the 60s and today. In addition,
BMQ does not necessarily limit itself to meeting the standards and may seek to improve products even when they already
meet the minimum standards. Each concrete mixture must reach certain thresholds, and around twenty tests must be
carried out in the laboratory for the mixture to be approved for use on a public site. These tests are aimed, for example, at
checking the compressive strength, the chipping resistance and the permeability to chlorine ions.
[ 19 ] In addition, other tests are carried out directly on a site before pouring concrete. These tests are carried out while the
concrete is still in the plastic state, that is to say while it is still in liquid form. This is an air test, a slump test and a
temperature test, which take about ten minutes to do, and a compression / density test, i.e. taking samples in cylinders,
which takes about fifteen minutes to do.
3) Research
[ 20 ] Mr. Bertrand testified that BMQ has been doing research and development since the end of the 1980s, either to create
new products or to improve existing ones. New products are developed either at the request of customers or because
industry standards have changed. Sometimes a project can be launched directly by the company, because it always seeks
to‑remain‑competitive.‑Both‑Mr.‑Bertrand‑and‑Mr.‑Dubé‑and‑also‑Mr.‑Fournier‑(the‑master‑mechanic‑of‑BMQ)‑can‑decide‑to‑
start a project.
[ 21 ] With regard to the approach followed by BMQ in the context of the various projects, Mr. Bertrand explained that the
company works regularly with the MTQ and various universities. The starting point for a project is usually bibliographic
research and discussions with colleagues, industry and university professors. However, the results of studies carried out in
places like the United States are not necessarily directly transferable to Quebec, where winter must be taken into account
to determine if a concrete is durable; Also, it must be taken into account that the concrete mixture is prepared in a mobile
concrete mixer. Then, the hypotheses are fixed: for Mr. Bertrand, the hypotheses are the characteristics sought in a
mixture,‑or,‑according‑to‑Mr.‑Dubé,

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Internet searches

20 sites / articles

Explanatory notes
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Patent searches
2 patents
Competitive products or processes
3 products
Similar prior in-house technologies
1 products / processes
Suppliers
3 products
Queries to experts
4 responses
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Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
The case involved examination of 14 separate projects. 6 were deemed eligible & 8 ineligible.
We will examine the successful projects independently in projects 2011-2017.
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
[ 22 ] Subsequently, BMQ begins to test and continues the project if it looks promising after the first tests. BMQ has a
laboratory with equipment - such as a balance, sagging cones, an air meter, cylinders, a washing tub, a cold room and a
small mixer - to do certain tests. In the laboratory, the concrete is prepared as in a conventional concrete mixer. If a mixture is
satisfactory, it must then be checked whether the results are similar when the mixture is produced in the mobile concrete
mixer and whether the mixture meets the standards. BMQ uses its own concrete mixers to do this. Durability tests, like those
of compressive strength, are carried out by independent laboratories.
[ 23 ] The direction research will take will then depend on the characteristics sought. For example, a specific adjuvant can be
considered‑at‑the‑start‑of‑a‑project‑to‑achieve‑a‑certain‑standard.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑explained‑that,‑despite‑his‑expertise,‑he‑does‑not‑
always find the solution to a problem on the first try. In addition, BMQ must redo the standard tests (air, slump, temperature
and density / compression) to check if the standards are always met each time an element is modified in a mixture.
[ 24 ] Two stages must be successfully completed for a mixture to be satisfactory for BMQ. First, the standard air, slump,
temperature, and density / compression (cylinder) tests are done in the laboratory; if the results are acceptable, this will be
followed by chlorine ion permeability tests, chipping tests and freeze-thaw tests. If at the first stage the results are not
satisfactory, BMQ will try to determine the causes and reformulate the mixture to then repeat the tests.
[ 25 ] The second step consists in calibrating the mobile concrete mixer and pouring the mixture to carry out the same tests
again to ensure that the mixing in the mobile concrete mixer has not affected the characteristics of the mixture. According to
Mr.‑Dubé,‑three‑people‑are‑required‑to‑carry‑out‑a‑test:‑a‑mobile‑concrete‑mixer‑operator,‑a‑technician‑qualified‑for‑taking‑
samples‑and‑himself.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑testified‑that‑it‑took‑approximately‑two‑to‑three‑hours‑to‑calibrate‑the‑mobile‑concrete‑mixer.
[‑26‑]‑‑The‑analysis‑of‑the‑results‑is‑largely‑carried‑out‑by‑Mr.‑Bertrand‑and‑Mr.‑Dubé.‑A‑meeting‑with‑the‑employees‑involved‑
in a project, including the technicians who operate the mobile concrete mixer and take samples, is convened when test
results are received by the company, because these employees can have an idea about the causes of the failure of a test and
must be made aware of the progress of a project.
[ 27 ] A project ends either when the objective is reached, or if the objective is not reached and no solution is envisaged to
overcome the difficulties.
Results:
i) For the taxation year ending January 31, 2010: $ 3,521 for salaries, $ 427 for materials and $ 360 for costs of
subcontractors;
ii) For the taxation year ending January 31, 2011: $ 37,668 for salaries, $ 2,520 for materials and $ 3,425 for costs of
subcontractors;
iii) For the taxation year ending January 31, 2012: $ 44,192 for salaries, $ 4,433 for materials and $ 9,204 for subcontractor
costs.
DOCUMENTATION:
[‑28‑]‑‑No‑report‑is‑written‑at‑the‑end‑of‑each‑project.‑However,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑completes‑Form‑T661‑Request‑for‑Scientific‑
Research‑and‑Experimental‑Development‑Expenses‑(‑“Form‑T661”‑)‑and‑submits‑it‑to‑the‑CRA.‑This‑form‑contains‑a‑
description of the progress that BMQ has attempted to achieve, the obstacles that had to be overcome and the steps taken to
implement a project.
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[ 29 ] Mr. Bertrand explained that, during the years in dispute, he was personally involved in research activities with regard to
the conception, design and development of research plans and that he attended conferences related to projects. He also
personally participated in field tests, in laboratory at BMQ, as well as in universities.
[‑30‑]‑‑With‑regard‑to‑expenses,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑testified‑that,‑generally,‑the‑date,‑time‑and‑a‑brief‑description‑of‑the‑tests‑carried‑out‑
within‑the‑framework‑of‑a‑project‑are‑noted‑in‑a‑notebook.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑admits‑that‑the‑notes‑kept‑will‑not‑necessarily‑be‑
understandable for another civil engineer, but he is able to understand them and consult his computer files to determine what
was done in a project.
[ 31 ] Each month, documents relating to a project, such as handwritten notes and emails, are given by the employees to Mr.
Dubé,‑who‑compiles‑the‑hours‑of‑work‑spent‑on‑each‑project‑in‑BMQ's‑computer‑system.‑Only‑employees‑paid‑according‑to‑
hours‑worked‑fill‑out‑time‑sheets,‑which‑excludes‑Mr.‑Bertrand,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑and‑Mr.‑Fournier.‑To‑calculate‑the‑hours‑spent‑
working‑on‑a‑research‑project,‑Mr.‑Bertrand‑indicates‑the‑time‑he‑has‑spent‑on‑a‑project‑and‑gives‑it‑to‑Mr.‑Dubé,‑who‑
compiles‑the‑hours.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑testified‑at‑the‑hearing‑that‑he‑rounded‑up‑the‑hours‑indicated‑on‑the‑time‑sheets.
TIMING OF EVENTS:
DATES OF THE HEARING: April 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 and May 29, 30 and 31, 2019
REASONS FOR JUDGMENT BY: The Honorable Justice Dominique Lafleur
DATE OF JUDGMENT: December 11, 2019
Conclusion:
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Start Date:
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2020-03-01
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
[ 213 ] This project is an attempt by BMQ to develop a light self-compacting mortar for mobile concrete mixers. This product
was already existing for conventional concrete mixers. However, given the greater flexibility of the mobile concrete mixer, a
BMQ client requested that the company develop such a product for mobile concrete mixer. BMQ therefore had to develop a
mortar that could be poured between existing storm sewer pipes and new pipes, without deforming them.
[ 214 ] Mortar differs from concrete in that it does not contain stones. The term "self-compacting" implies great fluidity - that
is, the ability to spread by the sole effect of gravity - while the term "light" means low density, i.e. a high air content in The
mixture. The air content sought for the mixture in the context of this project was 20%, but it was also necessary that the
resistance of the mortar to compression be at least 20 megapascals.

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 220 ] In the event that the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project are qualified as SR&ED activities, the
parties' disagreement would only remain with regard to the salaries for which the deduction is claimed by BMQ, which total
1,710 $ and relate essentially to the 34 hours devoted to bibliographic research to find foaming products and equipment as
well‑as‑to‑certain‑discussions‑between‑Mr.‑Bertrand‑and‑Mr.‑Dubé‑for‑the‑development‑of‑mixtures,‑which‑took‑place‑
between November 7 and 20 November 2009. The Respondent agrees that amounts totaling $ 2,202 for salaries, $ 427 for
materials and $ 360 for costs of subcontractors would be deductible expenses under section 37 and eligible for the
calculation of the ITC.
7.2 The parties' submissions
[ 221 ] According to the appellant, the existing products and equipment were not designed for the mobile concrete mixer.
The uncertainty consisted in the absence of existing data on the ability of the mobile concrete mixer to produce the mortar
in question and in the absence of foaming equipment that would be suitable for the mobile concrete mixer. The work
enabled BMQ to acquire new knowledge on the limits regarding the capacity of foaming additives and a mobile concrete
mixer to produce mixtures with high air content. The project also made it possible to determine that the source of these
limits was the mixing process of the mobile concrete mixer. These activities therefore constitute SR&ED activities since
they can be qualified as experimental development work undertaken in the interest of technological progress.
[ 222 ] According to the respondent, the activities carried out by BMQ cannot be qualified as SR&ED since the whole does
not seem complicated. In fact, in less than three weeks, the equipment was designed and the mixture was produced.
According to Mr. Durban, BMQ has not deviated from standard methods by using a foaming adjuvant and an air entraining
adjuvant whose characteristics precisely consist in generating air in a mixture. Adding air with this equipment designed to
add air also had a predictable result, which was to increase the air content.

THE JUDGE RULED
[ 224 ] The evidence showed, on a balance of probabilities, that technological uncertainty was present in the case of this
project. BMQ was unable to predict whether the generally available experience or knowledge or current practices would
meet the criteria required by its client. The objectives set by the client were achievable by using a conventional concrete
mixer, but it was impossible for BMQ to predict whether they would be achieved by means of the mobile concrete mixer.
Uncertainty existed with respect to the manufacture of a very light mortar product with 20% air that can be installed in
storm sewer lines without distorting the old lines. The evidence showed that no data existed regarding the ability of the
mobile concrete mixer to produce such mortar.
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Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
[ 216 ] BMQ tested several mixtures by trying to successively modify the adjuvants (air entrainer and foaming agent existing
on the market) and the cement content of a standard mortar mixture. Air content, temperature, spreading and compressive
strength tests were performed on the mixtures as part of this project. Test results demonstrated an air content ranging from
12% to 15%; these results were therefore below the criteria required by the client.
[ 217 ] Faced with these unsuccessful tests, BMQ employees worked on the design of equipment to further foam the mixture
by injecting compressed air. They were inspired by equipment designed for conventional concrete mixers but which could not
be installed on a mobile concrete mixer. BMQ has repeated the tests, but without more success.
Results:
[ 218 ] The project was unsuccessful since BMQ failed to obtain an air content of 20% for the mixture. In fact, despite the
adjustments to the mixture and the use of the equipment designed by the two BMQ employees, it was not possible to
increase the air content of the mixture.
[ 219 ] To date, the product that BMQ has attempted to design still does not exist. This project has not been resumed since
that time.
Conclusion:
THE JUDGE CONCLUDED
[ 225 ] BMQ also sought technological progress, although it was unable to meet the criteria required by its client. Indeed,
progress would have consisted in the incorporation in a mixture of mortar produced by means of a mobile concrete mixer of a
characteristic, that is the air content of 20%, difficult, if not impossible, until then, to reach in current practice. The fact that this
project did not provide the desired product does not exclude the activities from the definition of SR&ED activities. As indicated
by‑Mr.‑Dubé,‑BMQ‑has‑acquired‑certain‑knowledge‑regarding‑the‑limit‑of‑the‑mixing‑energy‑of‑the‑mobile‑concrete‑mixer‑and‑
the effects of the limited mixing time of the latter on concrete / mortar mixtures.
[ 226 ] According to the respondent, given that BMQ employees took only a few hours to adapt equipment designed for
conventional concrete mixers to the mobile concrete mixer, this could not be so complicated, and that this indicates that the
activities cannot be qualified. SR&ED activities. I do not see how the criterion of difficulty or ease in doing something can be
relevant for the purposes of qualifying an SR&ED activity. The evidence showed that the two BMQ employees designed
equipment for the mobile concrete mixer based on equipment designed for conventional concrete mixers. These employees
could not adapt the equipment designed for the conventional concrete mixer directly to the mobile concrete mixer; thus, I
conclude that these activities are not part of current practice.
[‑227‑]‑‑The‑evidence‑also‑showed‑that‑Mr.‑Dubé‑systematically‑studied‑the‑problem‑raised‑by‑the‑low‑percentage‑of‑air‑in‑the‑
mixtures tested and did some experimentation to determine the causes of these results. Tests have been performed by an
independent laboratory. The assumption was made that the addition of a foaming aid and an air entraining aid and the
injection of air would increase the air content of the mortar mixture. I consider that the scientific method was followed by
BMQ. Although there was no detailed contemporary account of the tests, the documentation produced at the hearing and the
testimonial‑evidence,‑particularly‑the‑testimony‑of‑Mr.‑Dubé,‑made‑it‑possible‑to‑detail‑the‑activities‑undertaken‑within‑the‑
framework of this project .
[ 228 ] For these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities.
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

achieve 10 Megapascals (hours)
achieve 50 Megapascals (days)

48
28

24
7

Yes
Yes

9.1 Description of the project
[‑261‑]‑‑This‑project‑was‑set‑up‑by‑BMQ‑following‑a‑request‑made‑by‑Hydro‑‑‑Québec.‑Hydro‑‑‑Québec‑needed‑concrete‑with‑
certain characteristics in order to be used for repairing the slideways of the floodgates at the Paugan hydroelectric power
station. It was important that the valves did not move while the concrete was being poured; thus, the concrete had to dry very
quickly without deforming the slides. This concrete also had to meet very precise standards of compressive strength, that is to
say a resistance of 10 megapascals 24 hours after installation and 50 megapascals seven days after installation. According to
Mr.‑Dubé,‑this‑type‑of‑concrete‑did‑not‑exist‑at‑the‑time;‑what‑existed‑was‑concrete‑that‑reached‑10‑megapascals‑48‑hours‑
after installation and 50 megapascals 28 days after installation.

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 268 ] According to the appellant, this project meets the definition of SR&ED activities since it involved the creation of a
product that did not previously exist and that must have exceptional characteristics. The success of the formulation of a
mixture achieving the targeted objectives therefore constitutes technological progress. Consequently, these activities
constitute SR&ED activities since they can be qualified as experimental development work undertaken in the interest of
technological progress.
[ 269 ] According to the respondent, the activities cannot be classified as SR&ED. According to Mr. Mimoune, it is known
that the addition of accelerator admixture is used to obtain better resistances more quickly. In addition, no systematic
research was carried out within the framework of this project, since BMQ used a method based on trial and error and the
available knowledge.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
binders, self compacting concrete effects, mixing energy of mobile mixer, adjuvants

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Internet searches
Competitive products or processes
Suppliers

5 Articles
6 products
5 products

Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)

Explanatory notes

Worked with cement supplier Holsten to co-develop
customized tertiary cement for use
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Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:

42 alternatives
15 runs / samples

[‑262‑]‑‑Mr.‑Dubé‑began‑by‑doing‑visual‑tests‑on‑the‑setting‑time‑of‑a‑standard‑BMQ‑concrete‑mixture‑made‑from‑ternary‑
cement. He then tried to increase the amount of setting accelerator aid in the mixture. This modification allowed a faster
setting, but was not sufficient to reach high compressive strengths after a short time. To improve the results, BMQ's supplier,
the cement manufacturer Holcim, has changed the formulation of its ternary cement several times.
[‑263‑]‑‑Mr.‑Dubé‑also‑tested‑mixtures‑containing‑“HE”‑cement‑and‑general-purpose‑cement‑to‑compare‑their‑resistance‑at‑a‑
young age to that of the mixture used in the first tests. He then tried to increase the dosage of cement in the mixture to
increase the compressive strength.
[‑264‑]‑‑Mr.‑Dubé‑ended‑up‑changing‑course‑and‑opted‑for‑a‑binary‑cement‑which‑had‑not‑been‑used‑for‑ten‑years,‑instead‑of‑
the‑ternary‑cement‑initially‑used.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑also‑replaced‑the‑superplasticizer‑admixture‑contained‑in‑the‑mixture‑with‑another‑
that he knew was less effective, but which would delay setting less, thus increasing the resistance of concrete at an early
age.
[ 265 ] According to the timesheets produced in evidence, tests with the mobile concrete mixer and with a pump and largescale tests were also carried out to validate the mixture. The trials were spread over ten months.
Results:
a
chieve 10 Megapascals: 24 hours (100% of goal)
achieve 50 Megapascals: 10 days (85% of goal) -- Only achieved 43 MP at 7 days

[‑266‑]‑‑The‑results‑of‑the‑tests‑carried‑out‑were‑not‑entirely‑in‑line‑with‑what‑was‑sought‑by‑Hydro-Québec‑since‑the‑mixture‑
only reached 43 megapascals of resistance instead of 50 after seven days of setting time. However, the mixture was still
accepted‑and‑used‑by‑Hydro‑‑‑Québec.
[ 267 ] In the event that the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project are qualified as SR&ED activities, the
parties' disagreement would only remain with regard to expenses for wages totaling $ 17,146 including the deduction is
claimed by BMQ. The respondent agrees that amounts of $ 26,743 for salaries, $ 2,126 for materials and $ 3,425 for costs of
subcontractors would be expenses deductible under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC.
9.3 Discussion
a) Qualification of the project
[ 270 ] In the case of this project, BMQ has succeeded in demonstrating that, on a balance of probabilities, the technological
uncertainties‑linked‑to‑Hydro-Québec's‑requests‑could‑not‑be‑eliminated‑by‑usual‑procedures‑or‑current‑technical‑studies.‑
Indeed, the evidence has shown that this type of concrete does not exist. Industries using the conventional concrete mixer did
not manufacture such a type of concrete. The evidence has shown that BMQ was the first player in the concrete industry to
create such a mixture. The objective was to obtain a mixture offering a compressive strength greater than 10 megapascals
after 24 hours, while retaining the other properties of self-compacting concrete. Technological uncertainty concerned the
creation of such concrete, which had never been created before.
Conclusion:
a) Qualification of the project
[ 270 ] In the case of this project, BMQ has succeeded in demonstrating that, on a balance of probabilities, the technological
uncertainties‑linked‑to‑Hydro-Québec's‑requests‑could‑not‑be‑eliminated‑by‑usual‑procedures‑or‑current‑technical‑studies.‑
Indeed, the evidence has shown that this type of concrete does not exist. Industries using the conventional concrete mixer did
not manufacture such a type of concrete. The evidence has shown that BMQ was the first player in the concrete industry to
create such a mixture. The objective was to obtain a mixture offering a compressive strength greater than 10 megapascals
after 24 hours, while retaining the other properties of self-compacting concrete. Technological uncertainty concerned the
creation of such concrete, which had never been created before.
[‑271‑]‑‑Also,‑in‑response‑to‑the‑examination‑report‑(exhibit‑I‑-‑3,‑tab‑10,‑p.‑6),‑Mr.‑Bertrand‑said:‑“We‑are‑well‑aware‑that‑the‑
binders and adjuvants that integrate the formulations have been the subject studies of their characteristics and their possible
effect (s). However, what is not documented and has not been the subject of specific studies is the combination of all these
components in the context of self-compacting concrete and mobile concrete mixer with its mixing energy. Hence the presence
of technological uncertainties related to the integration and combination of these elements. "
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[ 272 ] I also note that there is technological progress as required for activities to be qualified as SR&ED. In fact, BMQ
incorporated into a product - self-compacting concrete - a characteristic, namely rapid setting, which was not easily
accessible in current practice, thus improving the product in question. We can also assume that, if there had been certainty of
obtaining‑the‑characteristics‑requested‑by‑Hydro‑-‑Québec,‑BMQ‑would‑not‑have‑been‑the‑only‑company‑to‑supply‑such‑a‑
product. In this project, BMQ acquired new knowledge on the effects of ternary cement and HE cement on the compressive
strength of concrete at a young age.
[ 273 ] I do not believe that BMQ simply qualified products as part of this project, as concluded by Mr. Mimoune. On the
contrary,‑BMQ‑has‑created‑a‑quick‑setting‑self-compacting‑concrete,‑a‑concrete‑that‑did‑not‑exist‑before.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑could‑not‑
know that he would achieve the required characteristics since he could not trust any current technical study in this regard.
[ 274 ] The evidence demonstrated that the scientific method was followed by BMQ. Numerous tests have been done by
independent laboratories, and numerous laboratory reports have been produced in evidence. Assumptions have also been
made. Even though BMQ did not draw up a detailed account contemporaneously with the tests, the documentation produced
at‑the‑hearing‑and‑the‑testimonial‑evidence,‑particularly‑the‑testimony‑of‑Mr.‑Dubé,‑demonstrated‑the‑progress‑of‑the‑
activities.
[ 275 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities
Significant variables addressed: adjuvants, binders, mixing energy of mobile mixer, self compacting concrete effects
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Scientific or Technological Objectives:
10.1 Description of the project
[ 286 ] This project started when BMQ received a request from a client for a cement mixture based on ultra-rapid cement to
be used to seal rock underwater and used as a bridge pillar. A mortar mixture intended to be installed underwater has the
characteristic of containing an anti-leaching additive so that it holds in place without diluting. The client demanded that the
setting of the mortar be very rapid in order to be able to start work the day after the laying of the mortar, while a waiting period
of 21 days after laying is normally necessary.
[ 287 ] The component of activities preceding September 8, 2010 is no longer the subject of a claim for deduction for
expenses relating to SR&ED activities. The aim of these activities was to improve the air content of certain mixtures, without
affecting the properties of the mixture. However, at the hearing, BMQ agreed that the claim for SR&ED expense deduction
would only apply to activities that began on September 8, 2010 with the formulation of a new quick-setting anti-leaching
mortar mixture, which ended on October 27, 2010.
[ 288 ] In order for the mortar to set quickly, BMQ had to add an accelerating adjuvant to its mixture. According to the
timesheets produced in evidence, the superplasticizer adjuvant was also modified to improve the air content of the mixture.
This formulation was tested at BMQ in order to check if the mortar could be poured using a mobile concrete mixer and would
spread well in the cavities of the rock. Samples taken during this test showed that the addition of the superplasticizer adjuvant
negatively affected the compressive strength of the mixture at an early age.
[ 289 ] Several reformulations took place following the test in order to optimize the air content as well as the resistance of the
mixture to compression. BMQ succeeded in creating the desired mixture and the client was able to carry out their project with
the mortar recipe created by BMQ.
[ 290 ] In the event that the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project are qualified as SR&ED activities, the
parties' disagreement would only remain with regard to salary expenditures totaling $ 1,390, including the deduction is
claimed by BMQ and subcontractor costs totaling $ 1,917. The respondent agrees that amounts of $ 1,920 for salaries and $
394 for materials would be expenses deductible under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC.

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 291 ] According to the appellant, the project enabled BMQ to create a new product, which did not previously exist. This
product being non-existent, there was no data on this subject. In his analysis, Mr. Mimoune failed to consider the need to
place the mortar underwater. These activities therefore consist of SR&ED activities since they constitute experimental
development work undertaken in the interest of technological progress.
[ 292 ] According to the respondent, the activities cannot be classified as SR&ED since this project does not reveal any
technological uncertainty. According to Mr. Mimoune, the work was carried out using basic knowledge in the field. Thus, if a
setting accelerator is used (as for quick-setting mortars), it is clear that the air content of the mixture will be lower and that it
will therefore be necessary to compensate with an adjuvant which promotes the creation of air bubbles . Also, large-scale
tests were carried out the week following the development of the mixture, which demonstrates the absence of technological
uncertainty.
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[ 295 ] However, the evidence also showed that BMQ knew that the addition of an accelerator would have a negative impact
on the air content of a mixture. This is what emerges from the introduction to the project, which can be found on form T661:
"The objectives of this project are to optimize and obtain robustness in the air content of concrete mixtures fast. The
presence of setting accelerator in an air-entrained concrete formulation significantly influences the air content as well as
the network of air bubbles. "Also, according to this form, in order to optimize certain mixtures, certain adjuvants had to be
replaced by other adjuvants; this replacement of superplasticizing adjuvants by other superplasticizing adjuvants included
certain factors of uncertainty which led to certain dosages having to be re-evaluated. Likewise, Mr. Bertrand indicated that
BMQ had used quick-setting cement since 2001 and that it had been used in the United States since the 1990s.
[ 296 ] But although BMQ used current technological knowledge or current practices to create the new product in this
project, BMQ could not predict whether the objectives could be achieved, or at least BMQ could be fairly convinced of
achieving them. , but without knowing with certainty which solution would be applicable. The uncertainty concerned the
creation of a product allowing installation underwater and containing an anti-leaching adjuvant so that the product held in
place without diluting, and which would be taken very quickly. This project is not a product development since the evidence
has shown that such a product does not exist, and it is not about data collection since only activities that started on
September 8, 2010.

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
[ 293 ] In the case of this project, BMQ succeeded in demonstrating that, on the balance of probabilities, there was a
technological uncertainty raised by the requests of its client.
[ 294 ] In the present case, the evidence demonstrated that this project resulted in the creation of a new product (907 mix),
namely the quick-setting anti-leaching mortar; this product did not exist on the market before.

[ 297 ] Also, scientific progress in this case consists in advancing BMQ's knowledge of the various dosages and properties of
the inputs used. In particular, BMQ learned that the new superplasticizer adjuvant affected the early compressive strength of
its mixture and BMQ eliminated some dosing possibilities for the adjuvants tested to arrive at a solution.
[ 298 ] The fact that only one week has passed between the formulation of the mixture and the start of the tests does not in
any way demonstrate the absence of technological uncertainty.
Results:
[ 300 ] As in the case of the other projects, BMQ's tests can partially be reconstructed using its documentation, but a report
compiling the tests and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout the project did not been done. However, even
if BMQ did not prepare a detailed account contemporaneously with the tests, the documentation produced at the hearing and
the testimonial evidence, particularly the testimony of Mr. Bertrand, demonstrated the progress of the activities.
[ 306 ] The total expenses deductible under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC for salaries is therefore $
2,979
Conclusion:
[ 299 ] BMQ demonstrated that, as part of this project, it had hypothesized that the air content of its mixture would be
improved by modifying the superplasticizer adjuvant and that resistance at a young age would generally be improved by other
modifications in the dosage of adjuvants. With regard to the use of the scientific method, I conclude that, since tests have
been carried out scientifically and that the modifications made to adjust the dosages have been in reaction to the results
obtained, the scientific method has been followed.
[ 300 ] As in the case of the other projects, BMQ's tests can partially be reconstructed using its documentation, but a report
compiling the tests and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout the project did not been done. However, even
if BMQ did not prepare a detailed account contemporaneously with the tests, the documentation produced at the hearing and
the testimonial evidence, particularly the testimony of Mr. Bertrand, demonstrated the progress of the activities.
[ 301 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities.
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Chip resistance (x)
flexural strength (x)
methods to replace latex (% content)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

No
No
No

[ 309 ] This project started after BMQ received a request from Transport Canada for the supply of concrete to be used for the
repair‑of‑taxiways‑at‑Montréal-Trudeau‑Airport.
[ 310 ] These repairs required the use of quick-setting concrete in order for the traffic lanes to be operational as quickly as
possible. Likewise, the latex had to be removed from the mixture used by BMQ. The modified mixture should allow rapid
achievement of good compressive strengths, but it should also be durable and meet industry standards. Concrete used for
aircraft taxiways must also meet certain flexural strength standards.

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 311 ] A few years earlier, BMQ had attempted to develop a latex-free quick-setting concrete mixture without, however,
having been able to reach the standards of chipping resistance while obtaining good compressive strength quickly enough.
According to Mr. Bertrand, the difficulty lay in the need to find adjuvants compatible with quick-setting cement (CSA
cement) and having effects allowing them to be used to replace latex.
[ 312 ] Despite previous failures, BMQ found superplasticizing admixtures that could potentially improve the performance of
quick-setting concrete without latex. The project started with discussions that led to the formulation of two mixtures, which
were tested in the laboratory, in particular to determine their resistance to compression at a young age.
[ 318 ] According to the appellant, the project conforms to the definition of SR&ED activities since it enabled BMQ to study
the possibility of using adjuvants in liquid form in a mobile concrete mixer, when these are solid inputs which are normally
used in the mobile concrete mixer. Furthermore, it considers that the modification of a mixture based on the analysis of
results obtained does not constitute trial and error. These activities therefore constitute SR&ED activities since they can be
qualified as experimental development work undertaken in the interest of technological progress.
[ 319 ] According to the respondent, the purpose of this project was to carry out an emergency repair with a mixture that had
been approved before being installed. It is therefore a commercial project and not an SR&ED activity. The majority of the
steps taken as part of this project were discussions with BMQ experts and partners, which shows that the information was
accessible. Mr. Mimoune's report also points out that this approach is an ordinary method and that the tests carried out by
BMQ constitute trial and error based on available knowledge and experience of BMQ. The difficulties encountered are
normal and can be resolved by current practice in the field.

The most significant underlying key variables are:
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adjuvants compatible with quick-setting cement, liquid vs powdered adjuvants, limits of mobile mixer

2020-03-13
2020-09-30

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches
Similar prior in-house technologies

4 Articles
2 products / processes

failed products from prior SR&ED

Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:

2 alternatives
7 runs / samples

[ 313 ] Mr. Bertrand explained that BMQ did its first tests with a mixture containing powdered adjuvants and subsequently
tried mixtures in which adjuvants had been incorporated in liquid form. According to Mr. Bertrand, liquid admixtures are more
practical and safe for employees than powder admixtures. The first test with a powdered adjuvant provided a useful reference
for the use of adjuvants in liquid form. Also, according to BMQ, the adjuvant identified as being capable of improving
performance only existed in solid form in Canada and was not compatible with the use of the mobile concrete mixer, given the
particular mixing conditions of the latter, where the attempt to develop a mixture with liquid adjuvants (letter dated November
12,‑2013,‑exhibit‑I‑‑‑3,‑tab‑10).
[ 314 ] Mr. Bertrand also explained that a test board was made at BMQ before a first large-scale test was carried out at one
of his customers. A second large-scale test was then undertaken at the airport.
[ 315 ] The list of materials on the timesheets indicates that BMQ has tested two mixtures. The first mixture was tested three
times and the second mixture was tested four times.
Results:

[ 322 ] With respect to the use of the scientific method, I conclude that, since tests have been carried out scientifically and
that the modifications to adjust the dosages have been made in response to the results obtained, the scientific method has
been followed. The trial and error method, contrary to what the respondent claims, was not used in this project.
[ 323 ] As in the case of the other projects, BMQ's tests can be partially reconstructed with its documentation, but a report
compiling the tests and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout the project was not made. However, even if
BMQ did not prepare a detailed account contemporaneously with the tests, the documentation produced at the hearing and
the testimonial evidence, particularly the testimony of Mr. Bertrand, demonstrated the progress of the activities.
[‑330‑]‑‑Also,‑I‑consider‑that,‑given‑Mr.‑Dubé's‑testimony‑that‑he‑rounded‑up‑the‑hours,‑it‑is‑more‑likely‑that‑the‑number‑of‑
hours was actually overestimated. I conclude that it would be reasonable to reduce the deduction claimed for salary expenses
by 10%. Salary expenses, the deduction of which is claimed by BMQ, should therefore be reduced by $ 2,108. The total
expenditure for salaries that are deductible under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC is therefore $ 18,968.
[ 331 ] Finally, with regard to the amount accepted as expenditure for the costs of subcontractors, this amount corresponds to
all of the expenditure incurred within the framework of this project, with the exception of an amount of 3,116 $ relating to tests
carried out on May 18 by the Qualitas laboratory. Since BMQ did not produce in evidence any invoice relating to these costs,
the position taken by the respondent is justified. This amount cannot be deducted according to article 37 or be considered for
the calculation of the ITC.
[ 332 ] Also, given the concession made by the respondent, expenses totaling $ 1,964 for materials and $ 3,128 for
subcontractor costs are deductible expenses under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC .
Conclusion:
[ 316 ] On form T661, BMQ explains that in its last tests, the chipping resistance and the air bubble network were still
insufficient, although the other standards were met. BMQ therefore believes that it has acquired new knowledge on the
effects of certain additives in a quick-setting cement-based concrete mixture. BMQ is still trying to understand the interaction
of adjuvants in order to define their compatibility with quick-setting cement, and the evidence has shown that the
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documentation on the subject is almost non-existent (Exhibit I - 3, tab 23). BMQ explained that in 2015 the behavior of the
test‑board‑at‑Montréal-Trudeau‑airport‑was‑still‑under‑observation.
a) Qualification of the project
[ 320 ] The evidence showed, on a balance of probabilities, that technological uncertainty was present in the case of this
project since BMQ could not have predicted whether Transport Canada's objectives could be achieved using the usual
procedure or current technical studies. BMQ's objective in this project was to develop a new product: a quick-setting concrete
without latex that would be as durable and efficient as quick-setting concrete with latex. The aim was to find an adjuvant that
reacts with CSA cement instead of latex. BMQ is still trying to understand the interaction of adjuvants in order to define their
compatibility with quick-setting cement, and the documentation on the subject is almost non-existent (Exhibit I - 3, tab 23).
[ 321 ] The technological progress made by BMQ in the context of this project consists in acquiring new knowledge on the
performance of certain superplasticizing adjuvants in its mixtures. BMQ has hypothesized that certain superplasticizing
additives can give a concrete mixture the same property as latex.
[ 325 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities.
Significant variables addressed: adjuvants compatible with quick-setting cement, limits of mobile mixer, liquid vs powdered
adjuvants
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Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Durability (x)
Chlorine permeability (x)
adherance to existing surfaces (x)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

No
No
No

[ 356 ] The project started when the MTQ became interested in the possibility of using quick-setting latex concrete as a
running surface while this product is normally used as a repair product. The MTQ wanted to study the question of whether the
running‑surfaces‑composed‑of‑surface‑asphalt‑and‑conventional‑concrete‑underlayment‑on‑the‑Pierre‑‑‑Laporte‑bridge,‑which‑
must be repaired every three to five years, could be replaced by quick-setting latex concrete given the greater durability of
this concrete. This type of concrete also reduces penetration with chlorine ions because it is more waterproof than
conventional concrete, which should contribute to the sustainable development of concrete structures. This meant that the
concrete adhered well to the concrete structure already in place despite the vibrations and movements of the bridge. The
MTQ saw certain advantages, notably the longer durability of this concrete compared to conventional concrete and its better
permeability to chlorine ions.

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 357 ] The mixture used in this project was developed in a project for the 2011 taxation year (project B-11-06). This was a
project to develop a quick-setting latex concrete with rolling surface durability, which project was considered partially
eligible during the CRA audit. According to Mr. Bertrand, BMQ knew this type of product; however, BMQ did not know how
this concrete would react as a running slab. The MTQ was very interested in the product and wanted to make "a prototype"
of it .
[ 358 ] Mr. Bertrand explained that a study on the installation of latex concrete slabs on existing concrete structures had
given positive results in the United States, but no information was available for a mixture comprising setting cement fast.
Also, according to an American researcher contacted by Mr. Bertrand, latex concrete had never been installed on a
suspension bridge
[ 369 ] The appellant argued that this project was a continuation of project B - 11-06, which was considered to be partially
admissible during the audit. The activities undertaken by BMQ as part of this project are SR&ED activities since BMQ
sought to develop a new way of using latex concrete. These activities therefore represent SR&ED activities since they
constitute experimental development work undertaken in the interest of technological progress.
[ 370 ] According to the respondent, the activities cannot be classified as SR&ED activities given the absence of
technological uncertainty in the context of this project. According to Mr. Mimoune, the project ultimately only led to the
diagnosis of a problem that arose in the context of an ordinary installation operation undertaken following discussions and
consultations. According to him, the project is not a continuation of project B - 11-06 since the difficulties encountered were
not due to the mixture supplied, but to the manner of preparing the surface on which it was going to be poured, which is a
technical problem common practice. In addition, according to the respondent, the mixture had already been tested.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
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surface preparation for adhesion, curing method to avoid cracks, air entraining admixture effects, effects of setting retarder

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches

1 Articles

Similar prior in-house technologies
Queries to experts

1 products / processes
1 responses

information not available for a mixture comprising
setting cement fast.
quick-setting latex concrete technologies
US expert confirmed no known use

Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Physical prototypes:

2 samples

[ 359 ] On June 17, 2011, BMQ therefore undertook to carry out a first test board (convenience test) under the bridge where
the samples were taken. According to Form T661, the poured mixture contained a setting retarder to allow more time for
placement and finishing. An air entraining admixture was also added to meet the MTQ air content standards. This test made it
possible to test a method of placing concrete. Since it was a quick setting concrete, some results in compressive strength
could be obtained quickly.
[ 360 ] The next day, a test on the bridge itself took place over twenty meters. Samples were taken again. The results were
satisfactory except for the air bubble network of the concrete, which affected the tightness of the concrete as well as its
permeability to chlorine ions.
[ 361 ] Following the adjustment of the air entraining admixture in the mixture to improve the air bubble network, a test was
done on the Dubuc bridge in Saguenay on August 28, 2011. BMQ had doubts about the surface preparation, which was not
adequate and was likely to interfere with the tests. However, the MTQ has agreed to carry out the tests in order to verify the
grip under extreme conditions. The slab cracked after a few days. BMQ believed that there had been problems with the
curing of the concrete and the preparation of the surface on which it had been poured. The samples taken also showed that
the network of air bubbles in the concrete remained unsatisfactory.
[ 362 ] The air entraining adjuvant was therefore adjusted a second time to correct the network of air bubbles before a new
test was undertaken on another section of the Dubuc bridge.
REGARDING THE RESEARCH PROCESS THE JUDGE COMMENTED:
[ 376 ] With regard to the use of the scientific method, I conclude that, since tests have been carried out scientifically and the
modifications made to adjust the dosages have been done in reaction to the results obtained, the method scientist was
followed. The trial and error method, contrary to what the respondent claims, was not used in this project. Assumptions have
also been made and verified.
[ 377 ] As in the case of the other projects, BMQ's tests can be partially reconstructed using its documentation, but a report
compiling the tests and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout the project did not been done. However, even
if BMQ did not prepare a detailed account contemporaneously with the tests, the documentation produced at the hearing and
the testimonial evidence, particularly the testimony of Mr. Bertrand, demonstrated the progress of the activities.
Results:
[ 363 ] The two planks on the Dubuc bridge showed significant cracks, although the network of bubbles finally met the
standards. BMQ has checked the evaporation rate of its mixture to exclude this variable. The MTQ then proceeded to core
the test boards, and the tests carried out on the cores confirmed that there was a problem of adhesion of the concrete to the
surface‑in‑place.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑testified‑that‑he‑observed‑the‑poor‑results‑in‑the‑first‑phase‑of‑the‑tests‑on‑the‑Dubuc‑bridge‑and‑
suspected a grip problem, but still proceeded to the second test.
[ 364 ] Analysis of the results led to the conclusion that the surface had been poorly prepared before the concrete was
poured. The two planks had to be demolished.

[‑365‑]‑‑The‑test‑board‑installed‑on‑the‑Pierre‑‑‑Laporte‑bridge‑was‑also‑removed‑a‑few‑months‑after‑its‑installation‑due‑to‑the‑
poor adhesion to the existing surface. According to Mr. Bertrand, the thermal constraints of the bridge generated this problem.
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[ 366 ] Since the large-scale trials were unsuccessful, the project to design a running surface on bridges that would be made
with quick-setting latex concrete has been abandoned by BMQ for the moment.
[‑374‑]‑‑On‑the‑Pierre‑‑‑Laporte‑bridge,‑after‑removing‑the‑concrete‑screed,‑BMQ‑found‑that‑the‑grip‑was‑not‑good‑and‑
concluded that it was due to the thermal stresses of the bridge. As for the tests on the Dubuc bridge, given the poor surface
preparation, the concrete did not adhere properly. As mentioned above, the MTQ wanted to test the concrete under extreme
conditions.
COSTS:
[ 385 ] Thus, the salary expenses for which the deduction is claimed by BMQ should be reduced by a total amount of $
3,575, representing the salaries for ineligible activities ($ 1,964) and the 10% reduction in expenses ($ 1,611). The total
deductible salary expenses under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC is therefore $ 14,496.
[ 386 ] Given the concession made by the respondent, the amounts totaling $ 1,975 for materials and $ 4,159 for
subcontractor costs are deductible expenses under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC.
Conclusion:
a) Qualification of the project
[ 371 ] The work consisted in carrying out large-scale tests of a product previously developed by BMQ. The aim was to test
the behavior of quick-setting latex concrete as a rolling surface material, and not as a repair material. Indeed, quick-setting
latex concrete was a known material used in the industry as a repair material.
[ 372 ] Also, the evidence showed that BMQ did not provide concrete to make repairs to the bridges, but to test them.
[ 373 ] Mr. Bertrand testified that he knew the characteristics of fast-setting latex concrete for having performed laboratory
analyzes on this concrete, but this material had never been tested for use as a running surface. Thus, the objective of this
project was to advance technology relating to quick-setting latex concrete. In fact, according to Mr. Bertrand's testimony, this
concrete had never been used as a running surface on a suspension bridge. The American expert consulted by Mr. Bertrand
confirmed that, to his knowledge, latex concrete had never been installed on a suspension bridge. Based on the evidence, I
conclude that the characteristics of the project were not technologically fixed. This project therefore goes beyond current
practice,
[ 375 ] According to the respondent, since the product created within the framework of project B - 11-06 had already been
tested on other sites, it is not clear that technological uncertainty existed in this case. I do not share this opinion. The
evidence demonstrated that there was technological uncertainty due to the fact that quick-setting latex concrete had never
been used as a rolling surface material and uncertainty as to how the surface should be prepared in order to promote
concrete adhesion, as well as the concrete curing method to avoid cracking. The solutions could not therefore be based
solely on current practice.
[ 378 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities.
Significant variables addressed: air entraining admixture effects, curing method to avoid cracks, effects of setting retarder,
surface preparation for adhesion
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
[ 387 ] This project is a continuation of the BMQ parking lot covering project. Roller compacted concrete or BCR is a product
that has experienced misfires following its arrival on the market some fifteen years ago. A BCR repair product was available
but it was very expensive. According to Mr. Bertrand, BMQ decided to develop a repair product for this type of concrete that
could be used for repairs in thin layers as well as in depth.

Field of Science/Technology:
Civil Engineering (2.01.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Improve existing processes
Research Facility
Jacques Bertrand (Civil - PEng. (1970) / President)

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 396 ] According to the appellant, technological uncertainty existed because the only data available on this type of concrete
came from California, where the climatic conditions are different and that the mixtures developed had to be compatible with
the mobile concrete mixer. Mr. Mimoune misunderstood the project since he does not distinguish BCR as such from repair
products for this concrete. The project made it possible to develop promising new products, which we continued to monitor
in the years following the year in dispute. These activities therefore constitute SR&ED activities since they can be qualified
as experimental development work undertaken in the interest of technological progress.
[ 397 ] According to the respondent, the activities cannot be qualified as SR&ED. According to Mr. Mimoune, the mixes had
been developed in collaboration with the company that created the cements introduced in the tested mixes, namely CTS
Cement. BMQ has neither modified the mixes nor developed new techniques for placing concrete. Repair products were
available, and although they had to be adapted for use in the mobile concrete mixer, this is a normal obstacle in the
industry. BMQ did not use the scientific method, according to him, since the procedures consisted mainly of consulting
experts. Also, the respondent argued that discussions led directly to large-scale tests and that the scientific method was
therefore not followed by BMQ. In addition,

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
[ 388 ] According to Mr. Bertrand, it is difficult to validate the durability of such a product without putting it to the test under
real conditions, which include, for example, the passage of heavy vehicles, because laboratory tests are not enough not
always to obtain a faithful representation of a product.
[ 389 ] BMQ therefore undertook to test repair products on its own slab made of BCR located in its parking lot. Two strips
were dug in the BCR slab of the BMQ parking lot to test the products, that is to say that two small sections of the parking slab
were demolished (two feet wide, twenty feet long and different depths, 25 and 125 millimeters respectively). One was
demolished by scarification and the other using a jackhammer. Both are located in a part of the BMQ parking lot where heavy
trucks regularly pass by to refuel.
[ 390 ] More specifically, three mixes of repair concrete were placed on the edges. According to Mr. Bertrand, the mixtures
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tested were not "tablet" mixtures . The mixtures were all made of quick setting cement, but had variations in the type of
cement and the admixtures used.
[ 391 ] The first mixture put in place was a mixture developed by BMQ in the 2000s. It was to serve as a point of comparison
for the other two mixes. The second mixture was a self-consolidating concrete containing a type of cement that BMQ had only
used for two years, as well as a superplasticizer and a colloidal adjuvant which gave the mixture its self-compacting property.
Finally, the third mixture was experimental in nature and had the particularity of containing powdered acrylic latex. This
mixture had been tested in the United States and used for the repair of concrete structures in this country. However, the
expert consulted by Mr. Bertrand had confirmed that he did not believe that this concrete would perform well in the planned
repairs.
[ 392 ] The cements used in the second and third mix came from the same supplier, CTS Cement, with whom BMQ planned
the implementation of this project.
[ 393 ] Samples were taken during the installation of the repair products to check the adhesion by oblique shearing, the
network of air bubbles, as well as the resistance to compression. According to Mr. Bertrand, two of the three mixtures can be
used to make repairs to the BCR; however, the test mixture from the United States can only be used indoors since it did not
meet the standards for durability testing.
[ 394 ] BMQ continued to observe the progress of the repairs carried out over the following years. Three years after the end
of the tax year in dispute, BMQ has made tensile strength tests on cores taken from the selvedges to verify the adhesion of
the mixtures to the concrete slab on which they were laid. . The testing of other repair products combined with different
demolition techniques of the BCR slab was also done in the taxation years after the 2012 taxation year.
Results:
COSTS
[ 412 ] Thus, the salary expenses for which the deduction is claimed by BMQ should be reduced by a total amount of $
2,715, representing the salaries for ineligible activities ($ 1,524) and the 10% reduction in expenses ($ 1,191). The total
deductible salary expenses under section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC is therefore $ 10,728.
[ 413 ] According to the documentary evidence filed at the hearing, the expenses for the materials totaled $ 494, representing
the cost of the various mixtures tested within the framework of this project. However, according to Exhibit AR-1, the appellant
has waived the right to claim the deduction of costs relating to mobile concrete mixers (that is, the 32 hours during which they
were used). Given the concessions made by the parties, the total expenditure for the materials that are deductible under
section 37 and eligible for the calculation of the ITC is therefore $ 494.
[ 414 ] Expenses related to subcontractors retained to perform laboratory tests are considered expenses for SR&ED
activities, being expenses incurred in support of the project and directly related to the SR&ED work. However, the expenses
incurred for the excavation of the slab of BCR should not be included as deductible expenses under section 37 and eligible
for the calculation of the ITC, these being instead replaced by the replacement amount, since I consider that these expenses
do not represent expenses directly related to the SR&ED work. Thus, taking into account the concessions made by the
appellant and the exhibits produced, the expense of $ 1,917 for the subcontractors is deductible under section 37 and
admissible for the calculation of the ITC
Conclusion:
a) Qualification of the project
[ 398 ] In the present case, the evidence demonstrated that relatively new cements were introduced into the mixtures tested
and that the performance of the mixtures as BCR repair products was unknown in current industry techniques or practices. A
mixture had actually been created by BMQ in 2009 and used to carry out repairs on the Champlain Bridge; another mixture,
containing an acrylic latex, was an experimental concrete that had been tested in the United States and used in the repair of
certain works in the United States; and another mixture had been used by BMQ since the early 2000s.
I consider that BMQ's objective in this project was to advance the procedures for repairing BCR slabs. The evidence showed
that the characteristics of the repair concrete were not fixed at the outset; the objective was precisely to develop a concrete
that can be used for repairs in thin layers as well as in depth. We therefore met the criterion of technological progress.
[ 399 ] In the present case, BMQ convinced me of the existence of a technological uncertainty in this project, which could not
be dissipated by technical studies or usual procedures, since BMQ demonstrated that the probability of reaching the
objectives sought were not known or determined in advance according to the technological knowledge usually available.
Indeed, no large-scale test had been done to test the new BCR repair materials. BMQ could not therefore rely on technical
studies or current practices to dispel this technological uncertainty. More specifically, one of the mixtures had never been
tested or used in Quebec.

[ 400 ] Also, BMQ used the scientific method in the context of this project, having compared the results of the various
mixtures placed under similar conditions; it also posed hypotheses.
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DOCUMENTATION
[ 401 ] As in the case of the other projects, BMQ's tests can be partially reconstructed using its documentation, but a report
compiling the tests and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout the project did not been done. However, even
if BMQ did not prepare a detailed account contemporaneously with the tests, the documentation produced at the hearing and
the testimonial evidence, particularly the testimony of Mr. Bertrand, demonstrated the progress of the activities.
RULING
[ 402 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities.
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Project Details:
Scientific or Technological Objectives:
Ineligible projects

Field of Science/Technology:

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:
Results:
THE JUDGE CONCLUDED:
[‑157‑]‑‑Overall,‑the‑activities‑carried‑out‑by‑BMQ‑in‑the‑context‑of‑projects‑B‑‑‑10‑05,‑B‑‑‑10‑07‑and‑B‑‑‑10‑08‑are‑the‑result‑of‑
a change of supplier of ternary cement. Even if I examine the three projects as a whole, the presence of uncertainty going
beyond what is resolvable by current technical studies or usual procedures has not been demonstrated by BMQ on a balance
of probabilities. Indeed, I conclude that this is an update or product development carried out through standardized tests and
field trials.
Also, the progress described by BMQ, namely the modification of the ternary cement supplied by Holcim, has not been
demonstrated convincingly enough to determine whether it is an advancement made by BMQ or by Holcim.
[‑169‑]‑‑As‑mentioned‑in‑the‑analysis‑of‑project‑B‑‑‑10‑05,‑the‑appellant‑considers‑that‑the‑characterization‑activities‑of‑a‑new‑
generation‑superplasticizer‑adjuvant‑must‑be‑examined‑in‑conjunction‑with‑projects‑B‑‑‑10‑‑05,‑B‑‑‑10‑07‑and‑B‑‑‑10‑08.‑These‑
activities constitute, according to her, SR&ED activities since they constitute experimental development work undertaken in
the interest of technological progress.
[ 170 ] According to the respondent, the activities carried out by BMQ within the framework of this project are only intended to
characterize products and do not demonstrate any uncertainty or any technological progress. The work undertaken by BMQ
in the context of this project is standard formulation work and work to assess the performance of existing commercial
products, and there has been no obstacle or technological progress in the case of this work. Thus, the activities cannot be
qualified as SR&ED activities.
Conclusion:
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Measurement

Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Vacuum content (void %) (%)
reduce water run off to city (%)

30
(not set)

35
(not set)

Yes
No

[‑178‑]‑‑The‑activities‑of‑this‑project‑took‑place‑in‑conjunction‑with‑the‑activities‑of‑two‑other‑projects,‑namely‑project‑B‑‑‑10‑11‑
(draining‑concrete),‑partially‑accepted‑as‑part‑of‑the‑audit,‑and‑project‑B‑‑‑10‑‑10‑(roller‑compacted‑concrete‑or‑BCR),‑rejected‑
at the verification stage. The appellant discontinued appeal regarding this project during the hearing.
[ 179 ] The City of Laval, where the BMQ premises are located, has been asking for several years that the company's
parking lot be paved. Also, according to the city's requests, the discharge of rainwater into the sewers should be limited.
[ 180 ] BMQ therefore undertook to pave part of its land located at the front of its business with two types of concrete, namely
BCR and draining concrete, below which BMQ had installed a layer of cavernous concrete comprising a vacuum content of
35%. The cavernous concrete also contains a water drainage system designed by BMQ, a network of perforated drains to
collect rainwater. The cavernous concrete underlay installed over the entire surface of the parking lot thus acts as a water
retention basin.

Field of Science/Technology:
Civil Engineering (2.01.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Improve existing processes
Lab
Jacques Bertrand (Civil - PEng. (1970) / President)

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
APPELLANT ARGUED:
[187] According to the appellant, the project made it possible to develop cavernous concrete with a vacuum content of 35%,
which did not previously exist. This product was created with the aim of retaining water instead of simply letting it flow as it
usually did. This project is an integral part of the draining concrete project.
[188] The appellant referred to a report prepared by a doctoral candidate at the University of Waterloo (Vimy Henderson),
who undertook the project on draining concrete (Exhibit I 1, tab 8). According to this report, maintaining a vacuum content
of 35% in cavernous concrete was essential to this project.
[189] For the appellant, the activities constitute SR&ED activities since they constitute experimental development work
undertaken in the interest of technological progress, as well as applied research work undertaken in the interest of
advancement science.
CRA ARGUED:
[ 190 ] According to the respondent, cavernous concrete is not concrete that can be installed using a mobile concrete mixer.
BMQ therefore had no interest in developing such a product.

The vacuum percentage of 35% instead of 30% would have been chosen simply to be able to install a thinner layer and thus
reduce costs. In addition, there is no real progress or advancement just because of the increase in the percentage of
vacuum content in an existing product.
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Also, it is not reasonable to consider the entire BMQ parking lot as a test bed. Only a small part of the cavernous concrete
was instrumented, that is to say that installed under the draining concrete, which covers only a small part of the parking lot
(15% to 20% of the area). According to Mr. Durban, the purpose of the instrumentation installed in the context of the
draining concrete project was to verify the efficiency and behavior of the draining concrete and not that of the cavernous
concrete.Instrumentation of cavernous concrete was only necessary to ensure that the passage of water through the
draining concrete was properly measured.
Finally, the absence of technological uncertainty is also demonstrated by the fact that the city of Laval accepted the plans
provided by an engineer who indicated before the work was even carried out, that the work would meet the water retention
requirements of the city, and this engineer also confirmed the conformity of the works after the repair of the parking lot.
Thus, the activities cannot be qualified as SR&ED activities.
Instrumentation for cavernous concrete was only necessary to ensure that the passage of water through the draining
concrete was properly measured.

The most significant underlying key variables are:
how to achieve vacuum content 35% (unresolved), integration with draining concrete (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches

1 Articles

[188] The appellant referred to a report prepared by
a doctoral candidate at the University of Waterloo
(Vimy Henderson), who undertook the project on
draining concrete (Exhibit I 1, tab 8). According to
this report, maintaining a vacuum content of 35%
in cavernous concrete was essential to this
project.

Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Trials:
Physical prototypes:

1 runs / samples
1 samples

[181]‑Cavernous‑concrete‑is‑a‑concrete‑also‑called‑“popcorn‑concrete”‑because‑of‑its‑very‑porous‑appearance.‑The‑higher‑
the void percentage of the cavernous concrete, the more it is able to retain a large amount of water. According to Mr.
Bertrand, cavernous concrete is a product that existed in the literature, but it was not covered by any standard. However, the
void percentage of such concrete was limited and was between 12% and 30%. BMQ has chosen to use cavernous concrete
with a void percentage of 35% in order to be able to install a thinner and therefore more economical layer, and in order to be
able to retain an equivalent amount of water.
[184] In the context of project B 10 11 (draining concrete), the University of Waterloo installed probes that measured the
moisture in the draining concrete; these probes were installed in surface concrete (draining concrete), in cavernous concrete
under draining concrete and in loose soil under cavernous concrete. The probes made it possible to measure the percolation
of water in these three layers. According to Mr. Bertrand, the surface area of the parking lot used for the purpose of the
draining concrete experiment was approximately 3,000 to 4,000 square feet (out of approximately 20,000 square feet).
[185] The excavation of BMQ's land prior to the installation of the concrete was done by subcontractors. BMQ supplied the
cavernous concrete, but the concrete and the drainage system were installed by a subcontractor, Demix Construction. This
work took place in two phases so as not to hamper BMQ's activities. The first phase took place on July 22 and 23, 2009 and
the second phase on August 13, 2009.
Results:
Vacuum content (void %): 35 % (100% of goal)
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[187] According to the appellant, the project made it possible to develop cavernous concrete with a vacuum content of 35%,
which did not previously exist. This product was created with the aim of retaining water instead of simply letting it flow as it
usually did. This project is an integral part of the draining concrete project.
Conclusion:
RULING & RATIONALE: THE JUDGE CONCLUDED;
[191] BMQ did not convince me that, on a balance of probabilities, there was technological or scientific uncertainty in the case
of this project, since the existing scientific or technological knowledge enabled BMQ to achieve the objectives of the project.
Similarly, BMQ did not convince me that there had been scientific or technological progress.
[192] The absence of technological or scientific uncertainty is demonstrated by the fact that the parking plan proposed by
BMQ was approved by an engineer and by the city of Laval even before the work was undertaken and without any other
steps being taken by BMQ. Thus, BMQ had to be convinced that the objectives would be achieved and that the cavernous
concrete solution was viable. Also, I conclude that the probability that the objectives sought by BMQ would be achieved was
foreseeable in this case, given current industry practices.
[193] In addition, I conclude that the creation of cavernous concrete with a vacuum content of 35% was the result of common
industry practices. Mr. Bertrand testified that tests had been carried out to create cavernous concrete at 35%. However, the
documentary evidence produced at the hearing does not refer to any test or analysis. Also, on the T661 form it is a question
of 30% cavernous concrete. Questioned on this subject at the hearing, Mr. Bertrand indicated that the project had evolved
over time. However, this answer is not very plausible since the T661 form is filed with the CRA after the work is completed. In
addition, in the report prepared by the doctoral candidate at the University of Waterloo (Vimy Henderson), who undertook the
project on draining concrete (Exhibit I 1, tab 8), it is stated that, usually, cavernous concrete has a porosity of 30 to 40%. The
evidence did not demonstrate that there was an improvement in the characteristics of the cavernous concrete in this project.
Indeed, this product already existed in the industry.
[194] In their arguments, the appellant referred to the report prepared by Vimy Henderson, according to which maintaining a
void of 35% in cavernous concrete was essential to this project, to argue that the activities constituted SR&ED activities.
However, the passage in question from the report seems to me to speak rather of the fact that the data on the draining
concrete could have been distorted by a malfunction of the cavernous concrete and therefore does not support the appellant's
argument.

[195] According to BMQ, the progress or advancement in the context of this project consisted in understanding the
performance of cavernous concrete when accompanied by other concretes and used in different configurations. On form
T661, mention is made of the improvement in the rate of infiltration of rainwater into the original soil, the reduction in the
maximum rate and the volume of rainwater sent to the municipal network or, by runoff, to rivers, the installation of a
foundation by "paver" so as to allow the installation of cavernous concrete containing 30% vacuum, and the installation of
draining concrete, also by "paver". However, the instrumentation installed by the University of Waterloo was intended to
measure the permeability of the draining concrete and this instrumentation was only installed in the part of the parking lot
whose surface was made of draining concrete, i.e. from 15% to 20% of total area. BMQ did not convince me that it was able
to increase its knowledge of cavernous concrete as part of this project.
[196] BMQ also had to be convinced that the objectives would be achieved since the cavernous concrete was installed
underlayment of the draining concrete and the BCR, without the possibility of having access to it.
[197] I am not convinced that the scientific method was followed within the framework of this project. Indeed, a large-scale
test was carried out directly without any prior test of the smallest size having been made. Observations were made using the
instrumentation installed by the University of Waterloo, but only on the part of the parking lot covered by the draining
concrete. For the rest, the observations seem above all to have been made visually. Similarly, the documentation produced by
BMQ mainly concerns the approval of the work by the city and the stages of concrete installation. BMQ has agreed to
withdraw its claim for deduction for all expenses relating to the hours devoted to the analysis of results, which suggests that
the analysis of the performance of the drainage system was primarily visual.
[198] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ cannot be qualified as SR&ED activities since, in particular,
the criteria of technological or scientific uncertainty and technological or scientific progress have not been met.
[199] The appellant's argument that I should consider this project as part of the draining concrete project does not change my
conclusion. BMQ has failed to demonstrate on a balance of probabilities how the combination of draining concrete and
cavernous concrete created technological or scientific uncertainty and how technological or scientific progress would have
been made in this regard. Indeed, the new knowledge described in the Vimy Henderson report relates almost exclusively to
draining concrete.
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Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

chlorine penetration (coulombs)
compression resistance (x)
spalling (x)
freeze thaw stability (x)
air bubble distribution (x)

3500
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

2500
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)
(not set)

Yes
No
No
No
No

[‑233‑]‑‑In‑2009-2010,‑the‑MTQ‑and‑the‑Canadian‑Standards‑Association‑(‑“CSA”‑)‑added‑a‑new‑requirement‑to‑the‑standards‑
applicable to concrete , namely a permeability threshold for chlorine ions (maximum conductivity from 1000 coulombs to 56
days). This standard has been implemented since the chlorine ions passing through the concrete can cause the steel
reinforcements of the concrete structures to rust, which we seek to avoid. Mr. Bertrand testified that in order to meet concrete
standards, twenty-two tests must be performed, to which is now added the new test for permeability to chlorine ions.
[ 234 ] A grace period of a few months was granted to the companies to allow them time to do the tests necessary to
demonstrate that their concrete mixes complied with the new standard.
[ 235 ] According to Mr. Bertrand, the new standard caught everyone in the industry off guard. BMQ did not measure the
penetration rate of chlorine ions in its mixtures before the standards were changed, since this was not required. However, a
standardized test existed in the industry to do this.
resistance to compression, spalling and the freeze / thaw cycle and to check the stability of the distribution of the network of
air bubbles had to be carried out.

Field of Science/Technology:
Civil Engineering (2.01.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

Improve existing processes
Lab
Jacques Bertrand (Civil - PEng. (1970) / President)

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
[ 236 ] This project began on February 8, 2010 and ended on December 21, 2010. BMQ therefore undertook to verify
whether its concrete mixes met the new standard. The objective of the project was to reformulate and optimize the
concrete mixes according to the new standard. Mixtures with five different types of cement have been tested. According to
Mr. Bertrand, the information available on each type of cement - for example, their technical data sheets - did not allow the
permeability to chlorine ions to be determined in advance. For example, GU concrete ( common concrete ) had a chlorine
ion permeability of 3500 coulombs, which exceeded the new standard.
[ 237 ] BMQ's assumptions included whether the different cements met the standard, whether BMQ blends were able to
meet the standard, and, if the new standard was not met, what changes were to be made be made to the mixtures.
According to Mr. Bertrand, the uncertainty was that BMQ did not know if the concrete mixes would comply with the new
standard.
CRA ARGUED:
[ 243 ] According to the respondent [CRA], the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project are only an attempt
to validate existing products with regard to applicable industry standards, and therefore, these activities cannot be qualified
as activities of SR&ED. According to Mr. Mimoune, existing mixtures containing known ingredients were tested. The
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techniques used by BMQ to adapt the mixes also fall under standard engineering techniques. The scientific method would
also not have been respected since there are no links between the mixtures tested, that is to say that they do not fit into a
logical sequence and that we have simply abandoned some when they did not meet the standard, instead of trying to
understand the causes of failure.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
adding pozzolan (unresolved), modify mixing method (unresolved), effects of latex (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Benchmarking methods & sources for citings:

Benchmark Method/Source

Measurement

Explanatory notes

Internet searches

1 Articles

Only quoted new government standards

Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Trials:

15 runs / samples

[238] BMQ carried out tests on fifteen mixtures. Five mixtures were subjected to more than one test. According to Mr.
Bertrand, when a mixture did not meet expectations, it was either left out or reformulated. In addition, when a mixture was
modified to reach the new standard, it then became necessary to check whether the other standards were still respected.
Thus, tests to check the resistance to compression, spalling and the freeze / thaw cycle and to check the stability of the
distribution of the network of air bubbles had to be carried out.
[239] After a first series of tests which led to the conclusion that no mixture complied with the new standard, BMQ modified
the quantity of cement and modified the mixing sequence and the method of introducing the adjuvants; this second series of
tests was successful for certain mixtures. Subsequently, BMQ decided to substitute pozzolanic mineral additions for a certain
amount of cement in order to improve the compression results.
THE JUDGE NOTED:
[244] BMQ made an inventory of its products, checked which ones met the standards, changed the mixing sequence and how
to introduce the adjuvants, balanced the content of cement and minerals like pozzolan in order to reformulate products and,
after receiving the results of laboratory tests , selected the mixtures which complied with the standards. BMQ did not
investigate the reasons why some of these mixtures did not meet the standards.
[ 247 ] BMQ first tried to characterize its various existing mixtures of concrete made with different types of cement. The
timesheets produced in evidence describe validation activities of mixtures in relation to the various tests making it possible to
determine whether the concretes met the standards. The timesheets do not show any time spent reformulating mixtures, but
there are many hours spent discussing and analyzing results, as well as hours validating mixtures. I also note that the
mixtures have been tested directly, without having been reformulated in any way. This therefore demonstrates that the
activities consisted of normal data collection carried out within the framework of the BMQ business in order to validate the
mixtures against the standards, so that these were not SR&ED activities.
[ 248 ] BMQ also carried out tests to verify the effect of pozzolan on cements as well as the effect of modifying the mixing
method. According to Mr. Mimoune, pozzolan is a known material and its effects on porosity have also been well known and
documented in the scientific literature for many years. In the response to the examination report, BMQ admitted that adding
pozzolan and modifying the mixing method are techniques known in the industry, specifying however, the use of a mobile
concrete mixer makes the results unpredictable.
Results:
chlorine penetration: 2800 coulombs (70% of goal) -- Average on 15 mixtures. 6 of 15 met the 2,500 goal.

[ 239 ] For six mixtures, these modifications made it possible to comply with the new standard and all the applicable
standards.
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[ 240 ] Mr. Bertrand also indicated that the addition of latex to a mixture containing a general purpose cement had increased
the permeability to chlorine ions.
Conclusion:
RULING & RATIONALE: THE JUDGE CONCLUDED;
[248] BMQ however did not convince me that the use of a mobile concrete mixer brings a degree of scientific uncertainty that
would justify that the activities be qualified as SR&ED activities.
[ 249 ] Although I accept that the standard for permeability to chlorine ions has been received with surprise by people in the
industry, I do not see how the MTQ could have set up such a standard knowing that the companies subject to this standard
could not meet it. This therefore also demonstrates an absence of scientific or technological uncertainty in this regard.
[ 250 ] Also, BMQ has not convinced me that it followed the scientific method for this project. Indeed, although tests have
been made scientifically by an independent laboratory, a certain amount of trial and error is noticeable given the passage
from one mixture to another without a specially detailed analysis of the reasons why a mixture respects the standards or does
not meet them.
[ 251 ] Finally, with regard to the existence of a detailed report, the tests carried out by BMQ can be partially reconstructed
using the documentation produced at the hearing and the testimony of representatives of BMQ.
[ 252 ] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project cannot be qualified as SR&ED
activities since they consist of normal product characterization tests that have not created scientific uncertainty.
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Current Performance

Objective

Has results?

Cause of aggregate segregation (yes =1
or no = 0)

0

1

No

[333]‑According‑to‑Mr.‑Dubé,‑a‑contractor‑working‑for‑Hydro‑Québec‑used‑the‑mixture‑developed‑within‑the‑framework‑of‑
project B 11 04 to make repairs to the Manouane C Dam. However, the inputs contained in the mixture segregated.
[334] According to BMQ, project B 12 02 is a continuation of project B 11 04. BMQ retested its mixture, which showed that the
test results remained satisfactory and did not match the problems encountered by its client.
[335]‑Mr.‑Dubé‑tried‑to‑increase‑the‑dose‑of‑the‑colloidal‑agent‑in‑the‑mixture,‑thereby‑increasing‑the‑viscosity‑of‑the‑mixture‑
so that the various inputs remain in suspension and do not separate. This addition, however, made the mixture too fluid. The
mixture was therefore reformulated and other tests carried out, with varying degrees of success.

Field of Science/Technology:
Civil Engineering (2.01.01)

Project Details:

Intended Results:
Work locations:
Key Employees:
Evidence types:

field
Jacques Bertrand (Civil - PEng. (1970) / President)

Scientific or Technological Advancement:
Uncertainty #1: Technological uncertainty
APPELLANT ARGUED:
[339] According to the appellant, the activities undertaken by BMQ in the context of this project constitute SR&ED activities,
since these aim to determine the factors that may affect a mixture on the job site, which met standards when it was tested
in laboratory. New knowledge on the impact of water on concrete was acquired during this project. The activities therefore
constitute SR&ED activities since they can be qualified as experimental development work undertaken in the interest of
technological progress.
CRA ARGUED:
[340] According to the respondent, the activities cannot be classified as SR&ED. According to Mr. Mimoune, the mixture
used was already known to BMQ, although adjustments regarding the dosage of the inputs were made. The steps taken by
BMQ were aimed at solving a technical problem, which was done by the trial-and-error method since BMQ used public
data and the experience of its staff and collaborators to solve the problem. problem. In addition, the problems encountered
in the development of the mixture are normal difficulties whose solutions are part of current practice. In this case, BMQ
designed existing technologies, which was feasible with a certain effort and reasonable skills.
The most significant underlying key variables are:
WATER CONTENT & CONTAMINANTS (unresolved), effects of colloidal agents (unresolved), effects of plasticizers
(unresolved), setting agents (unresolved)

Technology or Knowledge Base Level:
Activity #1-1: Activity 1 (Fiscal Year 2020)
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Methods of experimentation:

Method

Experimentation Performed

Analysis / simulation:
Trials:

4 alternatives
4 runs / samples

[335]‑Mr.‑Dubé‑tried‑to‑increase‑the‑dose‑of‑the‑colloidal‑agent‑in‑the‑mixture,‑thereby‑increasing‑the‑viscosity‑of‑the‑mixture‑
so that the various inputs remain in suspension and do not separate. This addition, however, made the mixture too fluid. The
mixture was therefore reformulated and other tests carried out, with varying degrees of success.
[336] After analyzing various factors that could cause a mixture to segregate, such as the weather or the presence of
vibrations,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑concluded‑that‑the‑only‑factor‑of‑variation‑was‑the‑local‑water‑used‑to‑prepare‑the‑mixture.‑In‑principle,‑
concrete is made with potable water; the literature indicates that water should not have an impact on a mixture, unless
organic‑matter‑is‑present‑there.‑However,‑after‑having‑repeated‑the‑tests‑with‑a‑sample‑of‑the‑site‑water,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑discovered‑
that‑the‑water‑used‑on‑the‑site‑in‑question‑was‑problematic,‑even‑if‑this‑water‑was‑potable.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑is‑however‑unable‑to‑
specify the element present in the water that could have had this effect.
[337]‑According‑to‑Mr.‑Dubé's‑testimony,‑water‑was‑therefore‑delivered‑to‑the‑site‑to‑allow‑the‑work‑to‑be‑completed.‑From‑
now on, when a project is done in a remote region, BMQ requests that the water to be used in the mixture be sent to it
beforehand so that it can carry out tests to ensure that the mixture will not be affected.
Results:
[336] After analyzing various factors that could cause a mixture to segregate, such as the weather or the presence of
vibrations,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑concluded‑that‑the‑only‑factor‑of‑variation‑was‑the‑local‑water‑used‑to‑prepare‑the‑mixture.‑In‑principle,‑
concrete is made with potable water; the literature indicates that water should not have an impact on a mixture, unless
organic‑matter‑is‑present‑there.‑However,‑after‑having‑repeated‑the‑tests‑with‑a‑sample‑of‑the‑site‑water,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑discovered‑
that‑the‑water‑used‑on‑the‑site‑in‑question‑was‑problematic,‑even‑if‑this‑water‑was‑potable.‑Mr.‑Dubé‑is‑however‑unable‑to‑
specify the element present in the water that could have had this effect.
Conclusion:
RULING & RATIONALE: THE JUDGE CONCLUDED;
[341] The evidence did not convince me, on a balance of probabilities, that there was a technological uncertainty that could
not be resolved by current technical or practical studies and that the process led to technological progress.
[342] BMQ used current technological knowledge to improve the product developed within the framework of the B 11 04
project, which does not necessarily demonstrate technological uncertainty. There would have been technological uncertainty
if BMQ had convinced me that the probability of achieving the objectives or the way to achieve them could not be known or
determined in advance based on the experience or technological knowledge usually available. BMQ was faced with
uncertainty as to the causes of the unsatisfactory results of a mixture whose performance had been previously tested. In my
opinion, the addition of a colloidal agent to decrease the segregation of a mixture and the analysis of weather and vibrations
are common techniques in the industry.
[343]‑Also,‑the‑documentary‑evidence‑does‑not‑support‑the‑explanation‑of‑the‑project‑given‑by‑Mr.‑Dubé‑at‑the‑hearing.‑In‑his‑
testimony,‑Mr.‑Dubé‑indicated‑that‑progress‑in‑this‑project‑consists‑in‑the‑fact‑that‑BMQ‑has‑acquired‑the‑knowledge‑that‑
water, even drinking water, can affect the results of a mixture. However, the only mention of water on Form T661 is that
indicating that the water had been analyzed since the only variable under construction in relation to laboratory tests is the
water-binder ratio. Form T661 indicates that technological progress lies in the acquisition of knowledge related to the effect of
certain adjuvants, namely the colloidal agent VMA 362, the plasticizer Glenium 7500 and the setting accelerator Pozzutec
20+, in the formulation of the mixture and in the acquisition of knowledge on the impact of these elements on the fluidity.
There is no mention of water as an element that could have an impact on the mixture. Similarly, in the letter from BMQ dated
November 12, 2013 addressed to the CRA (exhibit I 3, tab 10), BMQ indicated that the technological advancement of this
project consists in understanding the causes of the instability mixing and developing a solution with regard to formulation or
mixing; technological uncertainty was due to the question of what would be the synergy of the adjuvants used (colloidal
agent, plasticizer and setting accelerator) in reaction with the cement. According to this letter, tests have shown that the effect
produced by an adjuvant could affect the effect that one sought to obtain by means of another adjuvant present in the
formulation. Nowhere in this letter is there any mention of the effect of water on the mixture.
[344]‑I‑conclude‑that‑Mr.‑Dubé's‑testimony‑is‑not‑consistent‑with‑the‑content‑of‑the‑T661‑form‑and‑what‑BMQ‑claims‑in‑the‑
letter of November 12, 2013. Similarly, the timesheets produced in evidence indicate that the water used in this project has
been‑tested‑and‑found‑to‑comply.‑There‑is‑no‑mention‑of‑the‑tests‑carried‑out‑with‑different‑water‑that‑Mr.‑Dubé‑talked‑about.
[345] Several laboratory tests were carried out, but, overall, BMQ proceeded by the trial-and-error method to determine the
cause of the problems with its mixture and not by applying the scientific method, even if several hypotheses were put forward
by BMQ, although they were not explicitly stated at the hearing.
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[346] Finally, as in the case of the other projects, the BMQ tests can be partially reconstructed using its documentation, but a
report compiling the tests and making it possible to follow BMQ's thinking throughout the project. has not been prepared. In
addition,‑as‑mentioned‑above,‑Mr.‑Dubé's‑testimony‑is‑not‑in‑accordance‑with‑Form‑T661‑and‑the‑letter‑from‑BMQ‑dated‑
November 12, 2013.
[347] Thus, for these reasons, the activities carried out by BMQ in the context of this project cannot be qualified as SR&ED
activities since, in particular, the criteria of technological uncertainty and technological progress were not met.
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